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SEC TION 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1.1 OVERVIEW OF SATELLITE SYSTEM TECHNIQUES

Over the last ha~ decade, a number of satellite system techniques

have been advanced as candidates to provide Air Traffic Control (ATC) sur -

villance, communication and/or navigation service over the Continental

United States (CONU~ [1 -7]. Each technique has its advantages and disad-

vantages. All employ position determination service by multilateration using

a constellation of satellites. These techniques can be grouped into three basic

categories based on certain key technical features. The three categories are:

Coordinated Aircraft-to-Satellite Techniques (CAST)

Systems employing these techniques interrogate aircraft sequen-
tially. The response from an aircraft is the transmission of a
timing pulse. This pulse is received by the satellites and then
relayed to a ground processing facility. The ground processing
facility determines the signal time of arrival (TOA) at each of
the satellites and estimates the airc raft position by multilatera -
tion. The position information is then incorporated into the ATC
surveillance data base. The interrogation algorithm is designed
to eliminate overlapping signal pulses at the satellites and hence
mutual interference.

Random Access Aircraft-to-Satellite Techniques (RAST)

Systems employing these techniques have each aircraft transmit
a timing pulse which is received by four or more satellites and
relayed to a ground processing facility. This facility determines
TOA at each of the satellites and estimates the aircraft position
by hyperbolic multilateration. The position itiormation is then
incorporated into the ATC surveillance data base. Since aircraft
transmit in an uncoordinated manner, system performance, i. e. ,
accuracy and update rate, is ultimately limited by mutual inter-
ference caused by signal overlap at satellite receivers.



Satellite-to-Aircraft Techniques (SAT)

Systems employing these techniques operate by having four or
more satellites periodically transmit timing pulses to aircraft.
A navigation processor (computer) aboard each aircraft deter-
mines the aircraft position form the signal TOA1 s. The informa-
tion also can be data linked to the ground for inclusion in a ground
maintained ATC surveillance data base.

This volume is concerned with an assessment of the critical technical aspects

of Coordinated Aircraft-to-Satellite Techniques (CAST), The other two

techniques are treated in Volumes II and III [8, 9].

These three volumes concentrate only on the crucial technical issues.

They do not attempt to assess the broad spectrum of operational or economic

implications of employing these techniques in the National Airspace System.

Issues such as the cost-effectiveness of satellites as an element in the CONUS

ATC system are beyond the scope of these investigations. Detailed questions

concerning the manner by which any of these satellite techniques might evolve

from present day aircraft surveillance/navigation systems are also outside

the scope of this report. Detailed operational requirements that would be

imposed upon a satellite system for CONUS ATC have not been given cOnsider-
.

ation in depth.

The results of the technical assessment of all three satellite techniques

have verified that satellite-based techniques for CONUS ATC could be developed .

without reliance on high risk technology. NO one particular technique has

emerged as superior; rather, several feasible alternatives have been identified.

One of the primary attractive attributes of satellites is their inherent

ability to provide broad coverage of low altitude airspace. Unpressurized

general aviation aircraft are predominant users of low altitude airspace.

-,

. .

.



Hence, a central issue is the complexity of general aviation avionics re-

quired for satellite operation. It has been concluded that all three of the

techniques considered require more comple ~aviOnics (fOr a given user class)

than is currently employed for comparable service with today’s ground based

system.

1.2 COORDINATED AIRCRAFT-TO-SATELLITE TECHNIQUES (CAST)

The techniques considered in this volume employs constellation of

synchronous satellites. Each participating aircraft requires a transponder

for surveillance (and digital communication). A feature which distinguishes

these techniques from the others is the required presence of both a digital

interrogation downlink between at least one satellite and participating aircraft

and a digital uplink between participating aircraft and the satellites in the

constellation.

CAST operates as follows. An interrogation satellite transmits a

signal to a given aircraft over the interrogation downlink; this signal is received

by the intended aircraft, and a reply is elicited which is received over the uplink

at all the visible satellites in the constellation. These replies are relayed to

one (or more) ground stations at which the signal times of arrival are measured.

These times of arrival are used in conjunction with a multilateration technique

to estimate the position of the aircraft. Digital messages may he transmitted

along with the interrogation and reply signals. This procedure is repeated

periodically for each user aircraft in order to have continually updated surveil-

lance. By careful selection of the interrogation algorithm CAST avoids the

performance degradation found in RAST [1, 10] (due to possible overlap signals

from multiple aircraft).

. .



1.3 SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the study reported herein, a number of conclusions can

be drawn. The se conclusions pertain principally tO the technOlOgical feasibility

of CAST and

A.

the preferred alternatives in system realizations.

NO IMPENET=BLE TECHNOLOGICAL BARRIERS PRE-
C LUDE THE FEASIBILITY OF EMPLOYING COORDINATED
AIR- TO-SATELLITE TECHNIQUES.

The satellite and avionics technologies which are pertinent to these

techniques appear to be well within present day capabilities. Consequently,

the feasibility is not contingent upon any high risk technological advance.

B. HIGH GAIN SATELLITE ANTENNAS ARE DICTATED BY
THE DESIRE FOR LOW COST AVIONICS WHICH ARISES
FROM THE INCLUSION OF GENERAL AVIATION IN THE
SYSTEM .

Among the numerous alternatives for the realization of a position

determination system, certain ones are strongly preferred with regard to the

inclusion of general aviation aircraft with low cost avionics. Specifically,

bY employing a large, high gain, narrow beamwidth antenna rather than a

small, moderate gain, CONUS cOverage antenna fOr each satellite, the ‘eed

for high peak output power and low receiver front end noise figure at the

transponder is somewhat diminished. Such an antenna must utilize several

beams in order to maintain CONUS coverage. Since coverage regions are

neither mutually exclusive nor identical from different satellite positions,

care must be exercised in exploiting this capability.

.

.

. .



c. THE REQUIRED AVIONICS COMPLEMENT IS SIGNIFI-
CANTLY MORE COMPLEX (AND COSTLY TODAY) THAN
THE CORRESPONDING ATCRBS AVIONICS.

Despite the inclusion of high gain. satellite antennas, there remain

several avionics features which are high; y desirable to include but at the

same time more expensive than their counterparts in an ATCRBS transponder.

The required avionics receiver is more expensive because af the low front

end noise temperature. The use of a moderate power coherent avianics trans -

n-.itter for satisfying the uplink ranging accuracy requirement is significantly

r.~ore costly

D. COMMONALITY OF EQUIPMENT WITH UPGRADED
THIRD GENERATION ATC AVIONICS CANNOT SUPPORT
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS IN THE TOTAL AVIONICS COST.

Total avionics cost could in principle be decreased by exploiting

commonality among onboard equipment. However, the necessity for upper-

hemispherical coverage, operation in the 1535-1660 MHz allocation and

coherent transmission provide little opportunity for appreciable savings through

integration with other avionics planned far the Upgraded Third Generation
.

System.

E. A LARGE CENTRALIZED DATA PROCESSING FACILITY
REQUIRING THE COORDINATED EFFORTS OF SEVERAL ‘
TENS OF PRESENT DAY GENERAL PURPOSE CPU’S AND
FAST RANDOM ACCESS STORAGE IS NEEDED TO CONTROL
THE SYSTEM. RELMBLE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING FOR SUCH A FACILITY IS A DIFFICULT BUT
FEASIBLE GOAL.

The data rates at the ground in this type of system are such that a

large amount of simultaneous processing is required for position deter mina -

tion, communication processing and interrogation scheduling. Rapid rando~

5



access (possibly precluding disc and drum storage) to aircraft track files is

also required for efficient interrogation. All told, these processing require-

ments are more demanding than those of, for example, NAS Stage A.

F. CAST SYSTEMS ARE VULNERABLE TO FAILURE OF THEIR
CENTRAL PROCESSING FACIL.ITY AND TO THREATS --

FROM A TERRESTRIAL .TAMMER.

The facility required to execute the computational functions must be

centralized. As such, operation of the entire system is sensitive to failure

of this facility. The aircraft-to- satellite link is v~llnerable to threats from

terrestrial jammers. Several jammers appropriately located in CONUS could

disable an entire CAST system using .,ery inexpensive technology.

,:
G. CAST CAN BE DESIGNED TO HAVE A CAPACITY AT

L.EAST SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE SERVICE TO AIRCRAFT
IN THE EN ROUTE ENVIRONMENT, OR TO THOSE OUT-
SIDE THE COVERAGE OF A GROUND BASED SYSTEM.

The basis of this obser~ration is found in the following s~lbsection, in

which representative CAST system characteristics are presented based ~~p[>n

the work in this volume, The estimated capacity of 30, 000 aircraft is con-

sistent with the services described abnve.

1.4 REPRESENTATIVE CAST SYSTEM CHARACTF:RISTICS

The results of the performance analyses in Volume I are summarized

here in the presentation of a representative CAST system. Tables 1 .1-1.3

summarize its significant features,



Table 1.1. System Services.

Capacity

Position Update Period (average )

Surveillance Accuracy

Uplink Data Rate (average)

Downlink Data Rate (average)

30,000 aircraft

10 sec

120-300 ft (rms)

20 bits/10 sec

20 bits/10 sec

Table 1.2. Representative Downlink Characteristics.

Modulation - Binary DPSK

Peak Transmitted Power - 1 kW

Transponder Front End Noise Figure - 11 dB

Downlink Signal Format

Synchronization Signal - Transmitted eve ry 5 msec

Discrete Aircraft Address

Comnlunication Message

Address Transmitted by a 31 bit Codeword

Address Chip Duration - 2.50 ~sec

S~chronization Signal - 31 bit Maximal Length Sequence

Synchronization Chip Duration - 1.25 psec



Table 1.3. Representative Uplink Characteristics.

Modulation - Binary DPSK

Peak Transmitter Power -

Uplink Signal Format

Ranging Signal

500 w

Communication Message

Ranging Signal - 85 bit Sequence

Ranging Chip Duration - 100 nsec

Address and Communication Chip Duration - 3.75 ~sec

-.

1.5 PROGRAM OF VOLUME I

Our examination of CAST will be carried out using the following

program.

We begin in Section 2 with a detailed description of the operation of

a system employing CAST. The methods by which the system executes its

surveillance and communication functions are discussed in detail. The signal

formats used on the aircraft-to- satellite and satellite-to-aircraft links will ,

be described. The interrogation algorithm used to coordinate aircraft trans-

missions is also described in the section.

The analysis of a CAST system requires an understanding of satellite

constellations, satellite antennas and avionics for participating aircraft.

Rather than discuss these issues where they arise in context, we chOOse tO

discuss them in detail in Section 3, before system performance is examined.

8



Several of these issues are relevant not only to the CAST, but also to RAST

and SAT.

A performance measure for the CAST system is introduced in Section 4;
,.

this measure is the capacity of the system, i. e. , the number Of aircraft it can

I,.-. service. Computation of the capacity requires the satellite -to- aircraft and

aircraft-to- satellite link signal-to-noise ratios. These ratios are computed

i.
from the representative link power budgets provided in Section 4.

I In Section 5 the performance of the satellite-to-aircraft downlink is

1’ examined by determining its service capacity. This capacity is a function of

1 the way in which the downlink signaling is executed, i. e. , the chOice Of mOdula -

I tion and coding. The signaling alternatives considered in examining downlink

I performance are presented in this section before performance is computed.

I Section 6 deals with the performance of the aircraft-to- satellite

I uplink. The capacity of this link is determined. AS with the dOwnlink. this

i
capacity is a function of the way in which the signaling is executed, i. e. , the

I choice of modulation and uplink ranging signal. The signaling alternatives

1“ considered are presented before performance is computed.

In the final section of this volume, two remaining issues which are

critical to the assessment of CAST are examined. These are the susceptibil-

ity to intentional jamming and the complexity of the computation required at

the ground facility.

)



SECTION 2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND FEATURES

In this section, typical operation of a system employing CAST is

described. The issues to be studied in the remainder of this report are

brought out in the course of this discussion.

2.1

CAST; a

SYSTEM ELEMENTS

The pictorial in Figure 2. 1 indicatc!s the three major elements far

constellation of satellites, the participating aircraft, and One Or mOre

-.

ground stations. The satellites serve to relay transmissions from the ground

station to the aircraft and vice versa. At least one satellite has the capability

to transmit to user aircraft so that it can function as an interrogator. All

satellites are equipped to receive transmissions from aircraft. In order to

satisfy the requirements of a hyperbolic multilateration method of aircraft

position determination it will be assumed that at least four satellites are
.

::
visible from all of CONUS at any time.

Each participating aircraft carries a transponder allowing it to recqive

transmissions from the interrogator and to transmit to all satellites. Each

aircraft is assigned a unique discrete address by which it is identified.

,:
In this context, “visible” means that tbe satellites appear at a sufficiently

high elevation angle relative to the plane of the aircraft to insure a sufficiently
high received si~nal level.



,/

Figure 2.1. ATC Surveillance System Employing CAST.

11
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The ground station schedules the interrogations and transmits the

schedule to the interrogator by a ground-to- satellite link. All aircraft replies

received by satellites are relayed to the ground station where aircraft positions

are computed. A highly automated computational facility is required at the

ground station both to schedule interrogations and compute positions. . .

2.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

It is convenient to identify two primary subsystems; acquisition and

interrogation. The acquisition subsystem has as its principal function the

detection and initial location of aircraft in the airspace. Aircraft so detected

are compiled into a roll and passed On to the interrogation subsystem for

accurate position determination and communication. Individual aircraft are

discretely interrogated by the interrogation subsystem. The aircraft reply

enables the system to compute the position of the aircraft.

Descriptions of the operation of these two subsystems are given

below. The discussion of acquisition will be brief since this topic has been

investigated elsewhere [2]. The role of the interrogation subsystem, in which .

the essential system functions take place, is emphasized in the remainder of

the report.

2. 2.1 Acquisition Subsystem

In the ~cquisitiOn subsystem, a roll is compiled consisting of the

identity (discrete address) and current position of all aircraft to be serviced.

This can be accomplished by a \ariety af methods. Some methods for obtaining

acq~~isitian ~Ise data obtained by hand-off from some etiernal source. This

12
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source might be a companion surveillance system (e. g. , DA BS/ATCRBS).

Other methods allow the system to accomplish acquisition with complete

independence.

As an example [2] of the latter method, one might append to the

. . . discrete address of each aircraft additional bits which are used to divide the

aircraft into address groups. Acquisition is initiated by the transmission

(from the interrogator satellite) of a signal requesting all aircraft within the

interrogation beam and belonging to a specific address group to reply with

their discrete address. In the referenced example, four such groups are

used.

The aircraft roll that is determined during acquisition functions as

an input to an interrogation subsystem scheduling algorithm.

The acquisition subsystem is entered when the system is starting up

or after a system failure. It must be entered periodically to bring new users

into the system.

2. 2.2 Interrogation Subsystem
.

Once an aircraft roll is established by the acquisition subsystem, it

is supplied to the interrogation subsystem. An interrogation cycle consists of

a sequence of transmissions from the interrogator satellite to different user

aircraft and the reception of the resulting aircraft replies by all the tisible

satellites in the constellation. The order in which aircraft are interrogated

is determined anew for each cycle from the previous position (and possibly

velocity) estimates.

13



The operation of the interrogation subsystem can be explained by

considering the interrogation of a single aircraft. The signal transmitted to

a given aircraft consists of a pair of digital messages. The first is the air-

craft’ s unique address; the second is a binary coded communication message

which might, for example, represent an IPC command being relayed from the .-,

ground.

The aircraft transponder receives the entire sequence of interroga-

tions and examines the address portion of each. Further action is taken only

when it recognizes its own address. When this occ~lrs, the aircraft trans-

ponder decodes any included dew, nlink message for display in the cockpit and

responds with an uplink waveform containing a ranging signal (for accurate

uplinl< TOA measurements) and an uplink message which might include the

aircraft address.

By measuring the arrival times of the ran~ing signal at all visible

satellites the aircraft’s positian can be estimated. This can be done by a

variety of multi laceration techniques. For example, elliptical mllltilatc rati On

can be used if the tilme of interrogation is knOwn and the turn arOund delay

through the aircraft transponder can be estimated with sufficient accuracy.

AS the uncertainty in turn around delay increases, the Optimum elliptical

multilateratian algorithm can be shawn to approach a hyperbolic scheme, in

which only arrival time differences are used fOr the pOsitiOn esti]mat~ [.] I ].

Turn around delay plays nO part in the accuracy of the hyperbolic estimate.

The computed position of the aircraft is smoothed with previotls

position data and entered into the aircraft roll, replacing the previous position

estimate. Assurance that the newly computed position is associated with the

___ . . . . . . . .. ..... ...



correct aircraft can be established directly from the interrogation schedule,

since overlapping replies have been eliminated.

The sequence of interrogations could be transmitted in strict time

serial fashion. Instead, it is assumed that the satellites employ multiple

transmitters and a multiple beam antenna, and that interrogation of different

aircraft can be executed simultaneously on several different beams. This

simultaneity is intended to enlarge the number of users which the system can

accommodate. However, these simultaneous interrogations should be carried

out without introducing any mutually interfering replies at the receivers. This

objective can be achieved using a single downlink frequency and a single uplink

frequency if the several antenna beams which transmit (or receive) simultan-

eously have essentially disjoint coverage footprints on CONUS. As a result,

undesired out-of-beam replies will arrive at greatly diminished gain relative

to the desired replies.

This approach to the elimination of mutual interference requires that

the antenna beams have \vell separated bores ight points and sufficiently narrow

,
beamwidths. The latter requirement in turn implies that the antennas have

sufficiently large apertures. Multiple receivers are required at the satellites
.

as well. ,

The aircraft receiver cannot properly decode the interrogation signals

unless it is synchronized to the downlink transmissions. There are many

methods by which synchronization could be achieved. We assume that, in

CAST, synchronization itiormation is derived from an additional signal trans -

mitted by the interrogator which precedes the interrogation. This synchroniza-

tion need not, however, be established on an indi~,idual basis for each aircraft.



All aircraft can be synchronized by the transmission of a single digital

sequence -whose time of arrival is measured at the aircraft and is used to set

a clock. The interrogations follow at fixed delays relative to the synch roniza -
.-

tion signal so that the transponder can locate them for demodulation and pro-

cessing. The synchronization signal is repeated periodically to prevent timing

errors due to relati”e motion and clock instability from degrading the link

reliability to an unacceptably lo~v level.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the signal format for both the satellite-to-

aircraft downlink and the aircraft-to- satellite uplink o“er the duration of a

single resynchronization period. This format is repeated periodically until

interrogation is interrupted. An interrupt will occur at the completion of a

cycle of interrogations, and it will occur several times prior to that since the

.,.
interrogator satellite is assumed to operate in half duplex mode. only a

few hundred milliseconds of interrogation can be transmitted before a listen-

ing interrupt must occur. The pattern of interrogation and interrupt contintles

until all aircraft on the roll have been interrogated.

2. 2.3 Interrogation Scheduling

A primary nlotivation for considering CAST is the elimination of the

mutual interference problem which plagues systems employing RAST [1, 10].

Since all users share a common uplink frequency, this objective is met by

careful coordination in time of the Ilplink replies .

,:
In half duplex mode, the satellite does not transmit and receive simultaneously.

A full d~~plex (simultaneous T/l<) interrogator would lead to more efficient chan-
nel ~,lsage, b~lt at increased equipment expense.
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Numerous approaches to the scheduling of interrogations and replies

can be devised. Elrod [ 1 2] has published a scheduling algorithm specially

tailored for the ASTRO-DABS concept. For this algorithm, the airspace
.-

covered by a satel Iite antenna beam is decomposed into hexagonal cylinders

(of maxim{lm linear dimension i4 mi) whose axes are normal to the ground;

aircraft within a cylinder are interrogated in increasing range order from

the interrogator; adjacent cylinders are likewise illterr(>gated unti I the air-

space is exhausted. De Iays are inserted between s,,ccessive interrogations

SC) that no aircraft replies overlap at the recei}er satellites.

We have addressed the scheduling algorithm problem from a funda-

mental point of view in order to accommodate a variety of assumptions con-

cerning signal formats and the satellite design and constellations. A summary

of relevant aspects of this investigation is given in Appendix E. This includes

an algorithm specialized to the representative CAST parameters of Section

1.4. In this algorithm, the airspace within a beam is partitioned into long

thin rectangular solids whose axes run parallel to the ground. Actual aircraft

positions are projected into virtual positions along the center line axis of each .

solid and aircraft are interrogated in increasing range order of virtual posi -

tion from the interrogator. Parallel solids are interrogated successively

until all aircraft in the beam have been interrogated. Delays are inserted

between successive interrogations and between interrogation of separate

regions in a manner which guarantees that there are no reply overlaps at the

receivers.



For the CAST example, it is assumed that there is a single multi-

beam interrogator satellite. Five of its ten beams can be used simultaneously

without appreciable overlap. In a ten second period 56, 000 aircraft can be

,{ >;:,:
interrogated with an interrogation efficiency of 2070.

,:,
‘rhis is demonstrated in Appendix E.

,:,:Interrogation efficiency (designated by the symbol ~) equals the percentage
of time that the interrogator satellite is transmitting interrogations down-
link.



SECTION 3

TECHNICAL ISSUES

Satellite constellation, satellite antenna ancl a~,ionics issues strongly

impact the features of CAST. These issl~es are explored in this section.

3.1 SATELLITE CONSTELLATION

.
A variety of satellite constellations have been investigated in sonle

detail and are reported in [1 3]. Vre shall briefly s~lmmarize the res~llts mOst

relevwnt to the considerations of this report.
f

Variotls constellations ranging

in size from 7 to 15 satellites were in~estigated. Specifically, the GDOP’2

has been evaluated under a variety of 1001< angle constraints, satellite fail. ~lres

and CONUS aircraft locations. For aircraft in level flight, GDOP’S of {. O can

be obtained from constellations of 7 satellites, w,hile GDOP’S of 3.0 can he

obtained from constellations of 1 5 satellites. The GDOP’S for small (e. S. ,

7 satellite) constellations, howe~,er, incre~se greatly during aircraft maneuvers,

or in the event of a satellite failure. ~y contrast, tbe GDOP’S for large

(e. g., 15 satellite) constellations are relatively insensitive to these effects)

.

13ence, more than 7 satellites are indicated for a workable system.

One interesting constellation employs 10 satellites, of which 3 are in

circular synchronous equatorial orbit and the remaining are in a synchronous

,k

Geometric Dilution Of Precision (C, DOP) is a magnification factor which
relates effective rms range error to rms position error.
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elliptical orbit of eccentricity O. 35. A GDOP map for this constellation is

shown in Figure 3. 1. No point in CONUS has a GDOP in excess of 4.7, and

the mean value is 2.4. On the average, 7 satellites are visible at any one

time. This particular map is computed on the assumption that hyperbolic

.-. multilateration is used, the aircraft is not banking and the aircraft antenna

exhibits usable upper hemispheric

3.2 SATELLITE ANTENNA

coverage at elevation angles above 15°.

Each satellite is assumed to utilize a 30 ft parabolic dish antenna.

The antenna includes a feed structure which equips it for multiple beam opera-

tion. Two issues of concern are the feasibility of deploying a space qualified

antenna of this sort and the number of antenna beams that this antenna requires

to maintain coverage of CONUS.

The ATS-F satellite (scheduled for CY74 launch) examines the

feasibility question as one of its mission objectives. It will deploy the 30 ft

dish illustrated in Figure 3.2. This antenna uses an unfurlable rib structure

and has a weight of under 200 pounds (including the required supporting

structures) [14].

An analysis of the number of beams required for CONUS coverage

and the number which are essentially disjoint is carried out in Volume 11 of

this report. Antenna beam footprints on CONUS for a satellite at several

orbital positions were computed assuming a 30 ft dish and a 1600 MHz frequency.

The orbital positions were chosen from the constellation discussed in Section

3.1. The results indicate that an~here from 3

to maintain CONUS coverage, 10 beams being a

to 17 beams might he required

representative number.
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Figure 3.2. Antenna for NASA ATS-F Satellite.
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Typically, 5 beams can be identified as having essentially disj Oint cOverage

and could be selected for simultaneous use. The latter value is assumecl in

the sequel; however, it shOuld be recognized that ‘his ‘epresents an ‘dealized

assumption. A more detailed assessment should take careful account of the?
. .

actual beam coverage patterns.

The premise is adopted in the ensuin~ analysis that the replies ---

elicited from simultaneously interrogated aircraft will not interfere: with one

another at the satellite receivers: that is, it is assumed that the Out-Of-beam

received energy is small enough to render the mutual interference negligible.

This, unfortunately, will not be the case when, for c,xample, a str Ong inter-

fering reply competes with a weak intended reply. Therefore, the isstlc of

mutual interference is not yet resolved fOr CAST. Techniques fOr abat~!ment

of mutual interference (location, separation, size [If beams, etc. ) have y(~t tO

be studied.

3.3 AVIONICS

Avionics considerations impact the assessment of CAST in a variety

of ways. Assumptions concerning avionics affect both the performance .

analysis of CAST and the implied user cost burden.

To facilitate the discussion of avionics considerations for CAST, we

introduce a baseline transponder; a PAM AT CR BS-like transponder. Typical

receiver and transmitter characteristics of the transponder are described in

the first subsection. In the next two subsections, mOdificatiOns required fOr

DPSK reception and transmission are discussed. This will enable us to study

as,ionics in terms of both relative cost and performance.



3. 3.1 General Aviation Transponders

The transponder represented by the block diagram of Figure 3.3 is

similar to an ATCRBS transponder in many respects. It transmits PAM at

103o MHz, receives PAM at 1090 MHz, and obtains synchronization by

leading-trailing edge detection. The fundamental issues encountered at the

frequencies assumed for CAST ( 1550 MHz receive/1600 MHz transmit) will

differ little from those at 1030/1090 MHz.

The front end noise figure of an ATCRBS transponder is typically

between 15 and 19 dB. Table 3. 1 giv~a nominal noise figure budget.

Figure 3, 4 illustrates the estimated behavior of production costs for such a

receiver as a functiOn Of frOnt end nOise figure. The moderate cost incre-

ment involved in decreasing the noise figure frOm 15 tO 1 I dB reflects such

relatively low cost improvements as a lower insertion 10SS diplexer and a

lower noise figure IF ampIifier first stage. The cost of the front end increases

markedly if the noise figure is required to be below 10 dB, since in this region

a preamplifier appears to be necessarY.

Table 3.1. Receiver Noise Figure Budget for an
ATCRBS-Type Transponder.

CA BLE LOSS . . . . . . . .,.....”.. 1 dB

DIPLEXER-PRESELEC TOR FILTER
INSERTION LOSS..... . . . . . . . . . 4 dB

MIXER CONVERSION LOSS . . . . . . . . . 5 dB

IF AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE . . . . . . . 5 dB

NOISE FIGURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~5dB
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Figure 3.3. Block Diagram of an ATCRBS-Type Transponder.
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The transmitter portion typically employs”a one stage pulsed triode

oscillator to generate the incoherent pulsed signals. Figure 3.5 illustrates

estimated behavior of production cost for an incoherent transmitter (including

modulator and power supply) as a function of peak output power. For peak
.-

output powers below 500 W, the cavity can be fabricated from bent metal. .-

When more than about 500 W peak output power is desired, a higher POwer

tube is required and the cavity can no longer be fabricated, but instead must

be machined. This occurs for a variety of reasons. The cavity is used tO

mechanically support the transmitter output stage tube. High output powers

require larger tubes which in turn require improved mechanical support. In

addition, the higher peak output power results in greater heat generation.

Thermal conductivity of fabricated cavities is noticeably inferior to that of

machined cavities. Machined cavities with their lower electrical loss also

permit a higher overall transmitter efficiency. The RF cOupling frOm the

cavity oscillator to the antenna also has to be more carefully designed at the

higher output power levels.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the functional decomposition of a receiver ,

used in the AT CR BS-type transponder. The receiver is initially in a synchroni-

zation mode. For synchronization, the output of the matched filter must

exceed a threshold in order to establish detection of the synchronization signal.

When the threshold is exceeded, the peak detector is used to ascertain time of

arrival. This measured time of arrival triggers the master clock which is

used by all subsequent processing as a timing reference. The IF stage output

is now switched into a parallel circuit for demodulation of the address and

communication message.
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Figure 3.5. Relative Cost of Coherent and Incoherent Transmitters.
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After a prespecified delay, the address bits are demodulated and are

compared (by a logical “exclusive or” circuit) to the corresponding bits in

the aircraft address. The number of disagreements is counted and if that

number exceeds a threshold, the address word is rejected. If, at the end of

the address word, the threshold has not been exceeded, then the codeword is

decoded as the aircraft address.

At a second fixed delay, decoding of the communication begins. (If

the chip rate of the communication signal differs from that of the address

word, the logic must be clocked at a different rate. As long as all the chip

durations are multiples of the clock period, the logic need only be designed to

work at the highest chip rate. ) The decoded data by-passes the comparator

and threshold used for address decoding and is fed to logic circuitry which

formats and routes the message to the appropriate readout device.

3. 3.2 DPSK Receiver

Let us now examine the details of the receiver processing when binary

PSK modulation is used on the downlink. The PSK synchronization processing

can be accomplished in a number of ways. For example, the synchronization

demodulator might merely consist of a filter matched to the synchronization

signal. Synchronization is achieved by detecting the peak of the filter output

envelope. A realization of the filter by means of a Surface Acoustic Wave

(SAW) device is anticipated to offer attractive cost and performance benefits.

An elementary DPSK modulator is shown in Figure 3.7. The IF

signal is mixed down to a lower second IF at which the chip matched filtering

takes place. The matched filter output is delayed by the chip length and
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Figure 3.7. DPSK Chip Demodulator Using Two IF Frequencies.
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!
multiplied by the undelayed version. The IF second harmonic component of

I

I the product is eliminated by the lowpass filter, and decisions are made by

a polarity test on an appropriately timed sample of the lowpass component of

the product.

The performance of the demodulator is sensitive to phase errors in

the delay line (a 30° phase error is equivalent to a 3 dB loss in signal-to-

noise ratio). These errors can result from temperature variations in the

aircraft. Inexpensive IF delay lines have temperatl~re coefficients large enough

to require temperature regulation.

In summary, it appears that the cost of the IF components of a DPSK

receiver will not be large relative to the cost of the RF front end, especially

if low noise figures are desired. The matched filter receiver is, however,

more expensive than the leading-trailing edge detector counterpart in a

PAM ATCRBS transponder.

3. 3.3 DPSK Transmitted r

By replacing the PAM transmitter of Figure 3.3 with a DPSK trans-

mitter, the representative transponder can be made to operate in a “transmit

DPSK” mode. There are principally two ways in which to implement a trans-

mitter for incorporation into the transponder. These implementations are ‘

termed ,, Low Leve I DPSK,l and “High Level DPSK. “

A block diagram of a Low Level DPSK transmitter is illustrated in

Figure ‘3. 8. It uses a crystal oscillator which produces a coherent low level

signal at a fundamental of the order of 100 MHz. For purposes of illustration,

the frequency of the crystal oscillator output is shown to be 200 MHz, and its

peak power is at 10 mW.
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The low level output of the crystal oscillator is supplied to a phase

modulator which is driven so as to produce the required uplink ranging and

communication signals.

The uplink signals which are produced must be brought up to the

desired peak power and frequency. They are first supplied to a power amplifier

which might bring the low level peak signal power up to the range of 20 W. The

resultant signal then has its frequency up-converted to the transmit frequency

(in this case, 16OO MHz). This occurs with some loss in power. The power

is finally brought up to the desired level (e. g. , 200 W) with an output stage

power amplifier.

There are other configurations of this implementation which use more

power amplifiers and frequency converters.

The High Level DPSK transmitter is illustrated in Figure 3.9. It

uses a high level RF source generating a 500 W signal at the transmit frequency,

e. g. , 1600 MHz. The signal is supplied to a direct transmission path and a

path which includes a 180 degree phase shifter. A DPSK chip is produced by

closing both the source switch and the appropriate phase shift network switch

for the chip duration. The switches are driven to produce the desired aircraft

signature at the phase shifter output. The resultant signal is filtered in ordqr

to tailor the spectrum and is then supplied to the antenna.

The Low Level and High Level DPSK transmitters are expected to he

roughly equivalent in cost today. Both are more expensive than the baseline

PAM transmitter. The added cost in the Low Level DPSK implementation is

due principally to the two required power amplifiers and the frequency con-

verter. The power amplifier following the crystal oscillator could possibly
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be built with transistors and be a low cost cOmpOnent. The OutPut stage POwer

amplifier would most likely use a high power tibe, the cost of which is largely

market dependent. The added cost of the High Level DPSK implementation is

due principally to the switch. The switching network usuallY requires twO

PIN diodes which can be switched at the chip rate. The high leve I sOurce

signal generates considerable heat and thus the PIN diodes must be physically

large enough to allow the heat to be dissipated w,ithout changing diode character-

istics. The requirement for adequate thermal dissipation is the principal

factor in the cost of the switch. It leads to an implementation cost which is

comparable to that of the Low Level DPSK implementation.

The estimated production cost differential between a coherent DPSK

transmitter (either High Level or LOW Level) and an incoherent PAM trans-

mitter is illustrated in Figure 3. 5 as a function of the peak output power. A

factor of 2-4 cost differential is evident.



SEC TION 4

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PREREQUISITES

In this section, material is introduced which is prerequisite to a

detailed analysis of systems employing CAST. First, a performance measure

is developed by which different system realizations can be compared. This is

followed by a presentation and discussion of the power budgets for the down-

link and uplink. These provide the signal-to-noise ratios which are used to

evaluate the performance measure for the various system realizations.

4.1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURE

A central concept of CAST is that participating users share both the

downlink and uplink channels. This sharing is principally in time, but is als O

in angle of transmission and arrival at the satellite antennas. The service

protided to each aircraft requires an allotment of both downlink channel time

for interrogation and uplink channel time fOr reply. COrrespOndingly, the rate

at which aircraft can be serviced (users/see) is limited by these time allot-

ments.

For a fixed surveillance update period and number of simultaneous

beam channels, this limitation upon the rate of service translates into a cor-

responding limit on the total number of users which can be accommodated by

the system. Consequently, it is reasonable to measure system Performance

by the rate of service per beam.
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The rate of service would not constitute a meaningful basis for

comparing two system candidates if, in fact, the nature or quality of the

sertices rendered by the two differed considerably. The precise definition
. .

I
of a performance measure ml~st include some stipulation of the service goals

. . to be achieved. Meaningful comparisons can then be made among different

system realizations.

Our process of defining the performance measure is compound.

First, it is recognized that CAST employs tandem operation of the downlink

and uplink. Service rates for each of these can be defined separately. These

rates are designated as the downlink capacity (Nd) and l~plink capacity (Nu).

They are defined precisely in Section 4.2 and 4.3, with respect to the

reliability of service, The system performance measure, the system capacity

(N), will be defined in terms of Nd and Nu as

N = min(Nd, Nu) .

4.2 DOWNLINK PERFORMANCE MEASURE - Nd

(4-1)

The satellite-to-aircraft link serves two essential system functions;

interrogation and communication. The downlink capacity, Nd, describes the

number of users that the link can service and still maintain the desired

reliability of these functions. Criteria specifying the desired reliability will

t
prece .dethe formal definition of Nd.

Interrogation reliability actually consists of two requirements.

First, when a given aircraft discrete address is transmitted by the interrogator
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it must be decoded correctly at the corresponding aircraft. If this does not

occur, then no reply is elicited and no updated position estimate will be made

for this aircraft. Second, a given aircraft discrete address must not be

erroneously decoded by some aircraft as its own address. If this occurs, a

l,fal~e,, reply will be transmitted and the resulting signal may generate a

false target position or may interfere with the proper reception of another

signal at one or more satellites. The following two parameters, PM and PF,

measure the reliability with which interrogation is carried out.

Miss Probability:

‘M
= Prob

on a single interrogation, the discrete

address transmitted to an aircraft is

decoded erroneously by that aircraft

False Alarm Probability:

[ in the course of one roll call period, )

(4-2)

PF = Prob

I I

an aircraft at least once err On~usly .
\

(4-3)

decodes an address as its o,vn

High reliability in communication of the downlink data is extremely ‘

important. This data may, for example, represent an IPC command from

the grollnd, the erroneous decoding of which could result in catastrophic con-

sequences. The following parameter, Pbit, is Ilsed to measure the reliability

with which downlink communication is carried out.
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Bit Error Probability:

1

a downlink channel symbol
Pbit = Prob

is decoded in error
1

(4-4)

Only binary signaling will be considered for the downlink; thus Pbit is the

actual error probability per information bit for uncoded transmissions.

The downlink capacity can be defined in terms of constraints on PM,

‘F’ and ‘bit’
constraints which represent desired downlink performance

.
goals for CAST. It is assumed that PM, P=, and Pbit satisfy the fOllOwing

inequalitiess:

-5
‘M <10,

-6<10,
‘F

-6Pbit< 10 .

(4-5)

These constraint values are reasonable representative requirements. Order

of magnitude changes in their values will not be reflected in drastic changes

in either the design of the system or its ultimate performance.

The constraint on PM implies that on the average fewer than one out

5.
of e~,ery 10 interrogations will fail to elicit a response from the intended

aircraft. For example, if interrogations are performed at the rate Of 105 in

10 see,. then on the average, only one inter rOgatiOn will fail tO elicit a res POns~

,:
over a 10 sec interval. The constraint on PF insures that false replies will

‘;:Other contributions to the miss probability, e. g. , aircraft antenna Pattern
nulls, are neglected in computing PM.



occur with a frequency less than 10 ~. of that of missed responses. On the

b
average, fewer than one out of every 10 interrogations will elicit an err On-

eous response from an unintended aircraft.

In terms of the performance goals stipulated by (4-5), the downlink

capacity, Nd, is nOw defined as

I the number of aircraft serviced per satellite

‘d -

‘1

antenna beam per second, on the downlinlc,

s~lbject to constraints of (4-5)

(4-6)

4.3 UPLINK PERFORMANCE MEASURE - N
u

The aircraft-to- satellite likllc serves two essential functions for each

aircraft. It provides for the transmission of a ranging signal from which the

surveillance information is llltimately derived and it also enables the com-

munication of uplink data from the aircraft to the satellite. For Qur purposes,

the uplink address transmission is considered part of the communication

message. The uplink capacity, Nu, describes the number Of users that the

link can service and still maintain the desired reliability of these functions.

Criteria establishing the desired reliability will prece &the formal definition

/
of N

u.

The times at ~vhich the ranging signal arrives at the receiver satellites

are used to compute the position of the aircraft. These arrival times must

be accurately measllred if the surveillance fl~nction is to be executed reliably.

The following parameter, r
T
~t , measures the reliability with which the uplink

ranging is carried out.
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RMS Ranging Error:

1
the rms error, due to the receiver noise,

~= in estimating the arri”al time of the
1

(4-7)

1ranging signal at a satellite
J

{
The aircraft-to-satellite communication serves to complete the

two-way digital data link. Again, Pbit can be used to measure the reliability

with which uplink communication is carried out. Pbit in this context will be

defined as

‘bit = ‘rob

an uplink channel symbol is

decoded in error 1“ (4-a)

The uplink capacity can now be defined in terms of constraints on

Rand Pbit, constraints which represent desired uplink performance goals
E

for CAST. It is assumed that ~c ~ and Pbit satisfy the following inequalities:

q <,, nsec,

-6
‘bit< 10 .

(4-9)

These constraints are again intended to be representative goals. The

constraint on~ is designed to ensure that the undiluted rms error due to

receiver noise alone in estimating an aircraft -tO- satellite range dOes nOt

exceed 10 ft. This constraint value was chosen for a variety of reasons.

Little improvement in the total rms position error would res~llt from reducing
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the constraint on the error due to receiver noise to a value below 10 nsec,

since other effects such as ionospheric delay variations and satellite position

uncertainty would then dominate the overall error. On the other hand, per-

mitting the constraint to be larger than 20 nsec would tend to make the receiver

noise error the dominant contributor to the overall range measurement error.

When GDOP is taken into account this could result in unacceptably large

position error. Little increase in system capacity is achieved if the constraint

is increased from 10 to 20 nsec.

The Pbit constraint actually provides for an uplink channel which is

more reliable than the downlink, since, although their per bit error rates

are identical, the uplink has the additional advantage of diversity through the

multiple (at lea st four) satellite channels.

In terms of the performance gOals stipulated by (4-9), the uplink

capacity, Nu, is nO~ defined as

Nu =

the number of aircraft service per satellite

antenna beam per

Ito the constraints

4.4 DOWNLINK POWER BUDGET

second, on the uplink, subject

of (4-9)

(4-lo) ~

The received signal-to-noise ratio in the satellite-to-aircraft down-

link is computed in the power budget given in Table 4.1. The cOmputatiOn is

made under the assumption that the downlink carrier frequency is 1550 MHz,

an allocation in the Aeronautical Radio navigation Band. Each entry in the

budget is now discussed.



Table 4.1. Representative Downlink Power Budget.

Transmitted Peak Power 30 dBW

Peak Satellite Antenna

Thermal Distortion

Antenna Shadowing

Off Boresight Loss

Maximum Path Loss

Atmospheric Effects

Gain 42 dB

-2dB

-1 dB

-3dB

-192dB

-1 dB

Minimum A/C Antenna Gain -1 dB

Received Peak Power -128 dBW

Received Noise Power Density -193 dBW/Hz

Received Peak Power to
Noise Power Density 65 dB/sec

1 kw

30 ft dis~~

Aircraft at beam edge

Synchronous elliptical
orbit, 1550 MHz

Elevation above 15°

3600°K, 11 dB
noise fi~ure
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The entry corresponding to ,,tran~mi~ed peak power!! is well within

the capability of current technology. At present, space qualified helix TWT’ s

exist which can generate pulsed signals at L-band having; 1 kW peak power,

durations of up to 100 p sec and 25% duty cycle. Improved space qualified

TWT’ s which can generate pulsed L-band signals havin {2-3 kW peak power,

durations of 100’s of ~sec and 50Y. duty cycle may be possible.

The

operation of

The

entry for “peak satellite antenna gain” corresponds to 1550 MHz

the 30 ft multibeam satellite antenna discussed in Section 3.2.

thermal distortion and antenna shadowing entries account for

non-ideal satellite antenna characteristics. The thermal loss represents

distortion of the dish shape due to solar heating. This entry is based Ilpon

an estimate made for the ATS-F antenna [14]. The shadowing loss reflects

the pattern distortion due to the feed structures.

In order to insure that the quality of service with CAST meets the

requirements specified in Section 4. 1 for almost all ~lsers, the received

power level is referred to a disadvantaged user in the system. This user is

taken to be an aircraft which is located at a point on the 3 dB footprint contour

of one of the beam patterns. A 3 dB “off boresight 10SS’l in the budget accounts

for this.

The “maximum path loss” entry is calculated for a 35,000 mi path

at 1550 MHz. This corresponds to the distance to a satellite at the apogee of

an elliptical (eccentricity O. 35) synchronous orbit, one of the orbits included

in the illustrative satellite constellation introduced in Section 3. 1.

Atmospheric effects such as absorption, dispersion and refractive

increase of path length are accounted for by a 1 dB loss.



The choice of aircraft antenna must be consistent with the required

inclusion of general aviation aircraft users in the CAST system. High gain

antennas requiring complex steering subsystems are inconsistent with the

cost constraints of the general aviation aircraft market. Instead, it will be

assumed that aircraft being serviced by the CAST system use a top mounted

antenna with essentially uniform upper hemispherical coverage (an example

is a crossed slot antenna). This allows for the coverage of a widely dispersed

(in both azimuth and elevation) satellite constellation. The entry for aircraft

antenna gain is taken from [1 5, Appendix A. 5] and is representative of the

minimum gain of the measured pattern at elevation angles above 15° relative

to the plane of the aircraft (an aircraft banking 30° away from a satellite at

45° ~le”ation could encounter the minimum gain).

The choice of an 11 dB noise figure requires a front end which is

improved relative to that of present day general aviation ATCRBS transponder.

However, as noted in Section 3. 3, the added costs are moderate and thus this

value represents a good first order engineering choice. At this noise figure,

receiver noise completely dominates other noise sources such as galactic

noise and RFI.

The resulting received peak power to noise power density is 65 dBlsec,

which means that, fOr example, a

with a 5 dB signal-to-noise ratio.

pulse of 1 p sec duration would be received
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4.5 UPLINK POWER BUDGET

The received signal-to-noise ratio in the aircraft-to-satellite uplink

is computed in the pOwer budget given in Table 4.2. The assumed uplink

frequency is 1(~00 MHZ which, like the downlink frequency, is within the

Aeronautical Radionavigation Band. Many of the entries in the power budget

are identical to corresponding entries in Table 4. 1, the downlink power budget.

Following the discussion in Section 3. 3, the transmitted peak power

of 500 W represents a sensible engineering choice, i. e. , it is at the breakpoint

of the transmitter cost curve, Figure 3.5. Transmitter costs increase

markedly as peak transmitter power increases abo~,c! 500 W.

The transmitter power disadvantage accounts fo:’~”’cable losses

between transmitter and antenna, aging, and nonuniform quality in manufacture.

The 3 dB loss is an estimate. Colby and Crocker [16] ha<.e maile measure-

ments of the output power in transponders already installed in aircraft. Their

measurements show much greater variations than the indicated 3 dB loss;

hence, this estimate is optimistic for today but perhaps realistic for 10 to

20 years hence.

The decor relation loss term accounts for the mismatch between the

transmitted signature and the matched filter receiver. Mismatch cOuld re - ‘

suit from Doppler shift due to aircraft motion relatit,c~ to the satellites, fixed

cal-rier frequency offset in the aircraft transmitter and/or a frequency chirp

in the transmitted signature. The loss in effective signal energy for a

matched filter envelope detector with a frequency offset of hf and integration

time ~ is given by (sin rAf7~flAf7)2. A 1 dB loss corresponds to an offset-
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Talole 4.2. Representative

Transmitter Peak Power (at antenna)

Transmitter Power Disadvantage

Decor relation Loss

Minimum A/C Antenna Gain

Path LOS5

Atmospheric Absorption

Peak Satellite Antenna Gain

Off Boresight Loss

Thermal Distortion

Antenna Shadowing

Received Peak Power

Noise Power Density

Recei”ed Peak Power-to-Noise
Ratio

Uplink Power Budget

27 dB

-3dB

-1 dB

-1 dB

-192dB

-1 dB

42 dB

-3 dB

-2dB

-1 dB

-135dB

-201 dBW/Hz

b6 dB/sec

500 w

0s till.ator drift, rela -
t ive rnoti on

Elevations a“bove 15°

Synchronous elliptical
orbit, 1600 MHz

30 ft antenna at 1600 M13z

6000 K, thermal, galac-
tic noise and RFI 1
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duration product of Af7 = O. 3. As an example, for a 20 ~sec integration time

the corresponding frequency offset is 15 KHz (equivalently, one part in 105).

This represents a modest requirement even for inexpensive aviOflics [17].

The receiver noise is composed of thermal, galactic and RFI contri-

butions. No comprehensive program of measurement of these noises at

L-band has been carried out. Here a receiver noise temperature at the

satellite of 6000 K is assumed. This is not an unreasonable assumption in

light of a~,ailable VHF data [18].

h

/
The remaining entries have been described in Section 4.4. e

The resultant received peak signal power-to-noise power density ratio is

66 dB/see, which means that, for example, a pulse of duration 1 p . . . would

be received with a 6 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
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SECTION 5

DOWNLINK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the performance of the satellite-to-aircraft downlink

will be examined by computing the downlink capacity Nd. We will shOw that

with CAST the downlink can reliably service as many as 30, 000 aircraft with

a 10 second update period, provided that the dov~nlink signaling is executed

using DPSK and the aircraft transponder has a front end noise figure of, at

most, 11 dB. This service figure assumes that~; the efficiency of the inter-

rogation algorithm is 10 ~,, 5 of the 10 satellite antenna beams are used

simultaneously and the downlink and uplink communication messages are each

composed of 20 bits.

‘d’
the downlink capacity, is a function of the method by which the

downlink signaling is carried out. Specifically, it depends upon: the type

of modulation employed, the method of encoding the discrete addresses, the

method of encoding the communication messages, and the method by which

synchronization is established and maintained. The many different choices

for each of these methods lead to many alternative ways of executing the ‘

downlink signaling. The choices considered in examining downlink performance

will be presented and discussed before the link capacity is computed and con-

clusions are drawn.



5.1 MODULATION

Two mod~llation candidates are considered; binary PAM and binary

DPSK. Both performance and avionics issues motivate these choices. These

issues are discussed in turn.

The rel.ati~,c performance of these two candidates is demonstrated

quite clearly by the bit error probability parameter, Pbit, ~lefined in (4-4).

Figure 5.1 illustrates the variation of Pbit with E=/No, the signal energy-to-

noise power density ratio of a received chip. The curves describe the per-

formance of the optim~lm receivers for the random phase channel with perfect

:::
syncbroni~ation.

As is e~,ident and well known, DPSK is 6 dB more efficient than PAM,

i.e. , for a given transmitter power DPSK can {~tilizc: shorter duration wave-

forms for comm,~nications and address. Thus, it can achieve a higher value

of N
d“

The choice of modulation ca}lnot be based upon performance alone.

Cost considerations are equally inlportant. AS We have pOinted Ollt in

Section 3.3, binary PAM receivers are used in present day ATCRBS trans -

ponders. DPSK matched filter receivers are not in such use and are more

expensive; low, cost approximations to DPSK matched filter are possible with,

however, reduced performance.

‘: The random phase channel is characterized by received signals Of knOwn
waveform and total energy, but uniformly distributed phase angle. To the
signal is added white Gaussian noise of zero mean and power density No W/Hz
(single-sided). This is the assumed downlink channel model.
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Figure 5.1. Bit Error Probabilities vs Signal-to-Noise
Ratio for PAM and DPSK Modulation.
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5.2 ADDRESS AND COMMUNICATION FORMAT

The signaling format assumed for the downlink address and com-

munications was discussed in Section 2.2. It is instructive, nevertheless, at -

this point, to briefly digress and mention some alternative formats which

might have been pursued and to compare their features with those of the

assumed format.

To recapitulate, in the assumed format the aircraft address and
.

communication message are treated as separate binary words (of length na

and nc bits, respectively) which are transmitted serially. One Or bOth Of

these words could be encoded in some fashion to provide increased protection

against channel errOr$. The issues of decoding complexity arising from the

use of coding are discussed separately for the address and communications

in Sectio~ 5.3 and 5.4.

An address overlay technique is an alternative to the above format.

In this case, it is assumed that prior to transmission the communication

>;:
message is encoded by a linear (n= t na, n=) cOde. The encoding is systematic,

which means that the n= unc Oded message digits appear at the beginning Of the

codeword and are followed by na parity check digits.
>*,k

is overlaid on the parity bits, and the resulting (n=

transmitted.

The aircraft address

t na) - digit word is ~

In comparing the two formats, it is apparent that the overlay method

offers greater redundancy in the communication encoding at no expense in

‘gAn (n, k) codeword contains n binary digits, of which k are information digits.
See Appendix A for a more cOrnplete discussion Of linear COdes.

,: ;:<
Added to the parity bits modulo 2.
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total message length. However, decoding of the address and communications

are as a result interdependent. This is not the case for the separate word

format. The nature of this interdependency appears to be such that the over-

lay method offers good protection in an interference environment in which

bursts of several adjacent digit errors may occur [19]. In a random error

situation, one finds that only a few errors in the received message digits can

cause many errors in the address decoding unless some error correction is

implemented. With CAST, each aircraft receives a large nllmber of inter-

rogations which are intended for other aircraft. This could cause a potential

false alarm hazard which may be intolerable. Thus, the assumed separate

word format is preferred for the ensuing CAST system analysis.

5.3 ADDRESS ENCODING

Each user aircraft in CAST is supplied a unique discrete address. It

will be assumed that CAST is operating in an environment which contains as

many as

an equal

methods

106 aircraft [20]. In order to accommodate an aircraft population of 106

number of unique dj.screte addresses is required.

For illustrative purposes, we consider two of the many possible

for encoding the discrete address for transmission in the satellite-

to-aircraft link. These are designated as uncoded and coded address format

and are now described.

5. 3.1 Description of Address Set Candidates

In the uncoded format, each aircraft is assigned a unique 20 digit



I

eligible to be an address. Since an error in any one bit transforms one address

into another, the miss and false alarm probabilities of the uncoded format can

be kept small only by controlling the bit error probability.

In the coded format, each address is chosen to be a sequence of n

binary digits, n >20. Of the 2n possible binary sequences, 2
20

are chosen

as the address set. These address words are chosen to be as dissimilar as

is possible in order to minimize PF, the false alarm probability.

The following simple form of decoding can be employed at the trans-

ponder for either format. The number (If digit disagreements between a

received address and the aircraft’s own address is computed. If the number

does not exceed a threshold T, the address is decoded as that of the aircraft.

For the uric.oded format, T = O. Since this decoding rule requires very little

more complexity in transponder logic in the coded case than it does in the

tlncoded case, it is reasonable to assess the merits of the t~vo address for-

nlats on the basis of performance.

5. 3.2 Code Specification and Performance

We restrict consideration to linear (n, k) binary codes where n is

the block length and k is the length of the binary sequence to be encoded. The

miss and false alarm probabilities (PM and PF) which result frOm the ‘se ‘f

such codes are derived in Appendix A. These results are sl~mmarized in

-5 :::
Table 5.1 for a miss probability PM ~ 10 .

“:In Table 5. I Ea designates the received energy in the full address word.
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. . .

Table 5.1. Performance of Uncoded and Coded
-5

Address Formats for PM S 10 .

Address Encoding 01
.Ra/N ~AM(dB) Ea/Nol DPSK(dB) ‘F

Uncoded Format
-5

30.4 24.4 1.00X 10

Linear (n, k) C ode

(31,20)
-6

29.4 23.4 2.16 x 10

(41,20)
-7

29.1 23.1 3.90X 10

The results displayed in the above table may be summarized as

follows. For both PAM and DPSK, an increase in the block length (n) is

accompanied by decreases in both the signal-to-noise requirement for the

address word and the false alarm probability PF. The former is reflected in

a decrease in codeword duration. As a result, a corresponding increase in

the capacity Nd can be expected. The changes in duration are more dramatic

in the transition from the uncoded case to the (31, 20) code than in the trans-

ition from (31,20) to (41,20). This suggests that much of the benefit to be

derived from the use of the coded format is acheived by the (31, 20) code.

This code is used in the sequel for the computation of the downlink capacity.

5.4 COMMUNICATION MESSAGE EN CODING,

The performance benefits which result from employing coded address

formats on the downlink are a stimulus for considering similar formats for

the



error correcting capability of a linear code may

burden but will provide improved performance.

shall. consider only binary uncoded format. The

impose some computational

For present purposes, we

number of bits to be com-
. .

municated per interrogation is left as a parameter in the computation of Nd.

Table 5.2 can be used to compare the communication performance

of the two modulation candidates. The table indicates the Et/No”: and bit

dllration required in order to obtain the desired Pbit = 10
-b

. The downlink

power budget (Table 4.1 ) was assumed in computing this table. The super-

iority of DPSK is evident.

Table 5.2. Downlink Conlmunication Require nlents.

Modulation

PAM

.Ec/No(dB)

17.2

Chip Duration
(l~sec)

16.8

DPSK 11.2 4.2

,1,

E= is the received energy in the comnlunication chip.



5.5 TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization is obtained on the downlink by having the satellite

transmit a synchronization signal periodically to all aircraft users. This

signal establishes a timing reference that can be used over the resynchroniza -

.- tion period. A variety of signals which may serve this purpose are analyzed

in this section. Several error mechanisms can degrade the accuracy of the

timing reference established by the synchronization signal. Specifically,

errors due to clock instability, relative motion and time of arrival e stima -

tion can decrease the dow,nlink capacity. We will conclude this section by

examining these effects.

The type of synchronization signal that can be used is dependent upon

the modulation employed. In examining downlink performance, a single candi-

date synchronization signal is considered for each type of modulation.
,X

5. 5.1 PAM Synchronization Signal

The PAM waveform considered for synchronization is a single,
A

constant amplitude pulse, It is assumed that a maximum likelihood estimate

of the TOA is made by passing the received pulse through a matched filter and

.- Iinear envelope detector and choosing as the arrival time estimate the time at

which the detector output is maximum [21 ]. It has been shOwn that the rOOt

mean squared error, p k
t’

In ma ing an arbitary TOA estimate for the pulse

is lower bounded by [22]

,:
It is assumed that the synchronization signal uses the same modulation as
the address and communication signals.
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(5-5)

where P/N. is the received peak power-to-noise power density ratio.

For P/N. = 65 dB/sec (See power budget, Section 4. 4), (5-5) yields

an rms error of at least 100 nsec in estimating the TOA of the synch roniza -

tion signal. An increase in signal-to-noise ratio obtained by increasing the

pulse length will not further decrease the TOA error.

PIt can be shown that. c t IS accurately approximated by the lower

bound of (5-5) if E6/N ~, the synchronization signal energy-to-noise power

density ratio, exceeds a threshold value of 15 dB [23, 24]. In order to achieve

a 15 dB signal-to-noise ratio, a pulse duration of 40 ~sec is required.

5. 5.2 DPSK Synchronization Signal

In contrast to PAM square pulse synchronization, the synchronization

error is not solely a function of the received peak power-to-noise power density

ratio. Decrease in synchronization error can be achieved by increases in the

signal time-bandwidth product and/or the peak power. For this reason a

binary phase coded signal whose autocorrelation function has low sidelobes is

an attractive candidate for a DPSK synchronization signal. The signal con- ,

sidered here is a 31 bit maximal length sequence having a peak to maximum

sidelobe ratio of approximately 10. The chip duration, T=, of this signal is
,x

specified at 1. 25 ~sec and the chip rise time, tr, at 50 ‘sec. Including

a DPSK reference chip, the total waveform duration, Ts, will be 40 u sec.

‘:This rise time implies a bandwidth on the order of 10 MHz, \vhich is not
unreasonably large for the assumed frequency allocations.
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It is again assumed that synchronization is obtained by first passing

the received signal through a matched filter linear envelope detector, and

then choosing as the arrival time estimate the time at which the detector out-

put is maximum.

1 .. The required performance analysis has been carried out by Orr and
I

Yates [22]. They have obtained a lower bound to q , the rms arrival time

i. error, as a functi On Of: the synchronization signal-tO-nOise ratiO (E~/No),

I
the a priori uncertainty in the TOA, and the chip parameters (duration and

1
!.

rise time). Figure 5.2 shows a graph of~as a function of E /N for the
I so

~ specific DPSK synchronization signal assumed. For a duration T~ = 40 psec

i
and a received P/N. = 65 dB/sec (see Section 4. 4), the signal-to-noise ratio

I

] is E~/No = 21 dB. The corresponding rms error is less than 10 nsec.

5. 5.3 Effect of Timing Errors on Downlink Performance

We will now consider the effect of the various timing errors on

I downlink performance. Errors due to clock instability and relative motion

1. will be considered first. The effect of synchronization signal TOA estimation

error is dealt with second.

The errors due to clock instability and relative motion of the aircraft

arise in the following way. For a given aircraft, it may be the case that the

interval which elapses between the establishment of synchronization and the

interrogation of that aircraft is quite long. I)uring that interval there may

be a buildup of timing error due to both discrepancies between the on-board

and satellite clock rates and relative motion of aircraft and satellite. The

clock error may be treated as deterministic to the extent that clock accuracies
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Figure 5.2. Downlink Synchronization rms Error vs Sigml-to-
Noiee Ratio for DPSK Modulation.



are specified to a tolerance of 6 /c sec sec. Even allowing the worst case

error to occur, the sampling time error is bounded by

where t is the elapsed time since synchronization. Similarly, if an aircraft

and interrogator satellite move at maximum relative velocity Vrel, then the

corresponding timing error is bounded by

lAtl motion < (*)t . (5-6)

These two errors are of similar nature and may be combined into a single

term by defining

v
rel

6~6ct — .
c

(5-7)

The worst case error t seconds from synchronization is thus 5t.

The clock and relative nlotion errors can have a marked effect on

Pbit and thus on downlink performance. As modeled here, they are cumula-,

tive and will eventually cause significant degradation in Pbit. If the resynchr Oni-

zation period is x see, the synchronization error at the end of the period due to

these two errors could be as much as 6x sec. In demodulating the communica-

tion chips, this would translate into an effecti~e loss in E=/No. The extent of

the loss is a function of the modulation. If the communication chips are suf-

ficiently elongated, this loss will be equalized and the effective signal-to-noise
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ratio in the chip will once again be Et/No. This procedure is discussed

more fully in Appendix C, where it is shown how the resynchronization period

is chosen to maximize N in the presence of clock and relative motion errors.
d

We now qtlote the result of the Appendix C analysis. Let

T~ =

r=
a

T=
c

n=
a

n=
c

v=

6=

and define

Duration of Synchronization Signal

Duration of Address Chip

Duration of Comm~lnication Chip

Number of Address Chips

Number of Communication Chips

Interrogation Efficiency

Maximum Timing Error/see

(PAM)
‘tot = ‘a ‘a ‘“ ‘c ‘c ‘ec

n -t n
cot = ‘a c

(DPSK) Ttot = (na t 1) ~a t (n= + 1) Tc sec

‘t Ot
=natnc+2 .

The resynchronization period which will maximize Nd. given 6, is ,

and the corresponding optimum value of Nd is

~/Ttot

Nd(~) =
~+/y~ aircraft

.
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The capacity evaluations in Section 5.5 are based upon” (5-9).

We now consider the effect of synchronization signal TOA estimation

error by demonstrating the resulting degradation in Pbit. Only errors due to

receiver noise are considered in the following analysis.

Figure 5.1 showed the variation of Pbit with E=/No, the communica-

tion chip signal-to-noise ratio. The figure was computed under the assumption

that the receiver has perfect synchronization. Errors in estimating the TOA

of the synchronization signal prevent this from being the case. The following

modifications to the formulas for Pbit have been derived in Appendix B. They

show the average effect of this type of synchronization error on Pbit, assum-

2
ing the error to be a Gaussian random variable of zero mean and variance u .

(PAM) ,

-[

Et/N

(DPSK) Pbit < exp -
0

1
1 t 8( U2/T~) Et/N

0

(5-lo)

(5-11)

We now replace u
2. 7

with the values that the lower bound to : t takes on for lar,ge

signal-to-noise ratios.

2
0.172

(PAM)
s

r=
(E~/N0)2 ‘

( DPSK) rz=“r’Vo) “

(5-12)

(5-13)
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The above formulas have been derived in [22]. The corresponding values Of

‘bit are

(PAM)

(DPSK)
Et/N

0

11t2(tr/Tc T ‘

(5-14)

(5-15)

At signal-to-noise ratios large enough for reliable detection and estimation,

these formulas show very small degradation in performance due to TOA esti-

mation error. Thus, timing errors due to synchronization signal TOA esti-

mation error will be neglected in the sequel.

5.6 DOWNLINK PERFORMANCE CURVES

N d, the downlink capacity, has been computed fOr a variety Of the

signaling alternatives presented earlier in this section. These computations

are summarized in parametric curves of capacity versus communication

message length.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the variation of Nd, the downlink

capacity, with the number of bits in the downlink communication message.

Figure 5.3 assumes that the downlink signaling employs PAM while Figure 5.4

treats the case of DPSK modulation. Both figures display three curves cor-

responding to three different aircraft transponder front end noise figures ;

15, 11, and8dB. Recall from the discussion in Section 3.3 that 15 dB is

typical of the front end noise figure for a good ATCRBS transponder; 11 dB is
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Figure 5.3. Downlink Capacity vs Number of Communication
Message Bits for PAM Modulation.
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Figure 5.4. Downlink Capacity vs Number of Communication
Message Bits for DPSK Modulation.
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representative of the noise figure that can be achieved wih& moderate cost

improvements in this transponder. A significant increase in cost is required

to obtain the 8 d~ front end noise figure.

It is illustrative to examine the do.wnlink performance for a repre-

sentative set of systenl parameters. Suppose \ve assume; (1) 20 bits per

communication message, (2) an interrogation update period of 10 see, i. e. ,

the current ARSR update rate, (3) only 5 of the 10 satellite antenna beams

required for CONUS coverage in simultaneous use and (4) a~ interrogation
,::

efficiency of 1070.

Using these parameters, it is evident from the PAM results of

Figure 5.3 that only 5,000 aircraft can be serviced with a 15 dB front end

noise figure. The system service is doubled if the front end noise figure is

11 dB. The high cost front end noise figure (8 dB) will increase the service

capacity to 18, 000 aircraft. Thus, it is clear that for the chosen parameter

values , PAM provides only a very limited downlink capacity.

Now consider the DPSK performance for these same parameter values.

From Figure 5.4, service capacities corresponding to front end noise figures

of 15, 11, and 8 dB are 13, 000, 30, 000 and 60, 000 aircraft respectively. It

is evident that the downlink capacity achievable with the moderate cost ( 11 d~)

front end is interestingly large.

,X

The results of the analysis in Appendix E justify this as a conservative
estimate of efficiency,
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SECTION 6

UPLINK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance of the aircraft-to- satellite uplink will now be

examined by computing the uplink capacity Nu. We will show that as many as

30, 000 aircraft can be reliably serviced by the uplink during a 10 sec update

period provided the uplink signaling uses DPSK and the peak aircraft trans-

mitter output power is 500 W. Such service also assumes a 10 ~0 interrogation

efficiency and simultaneous operation of 5 satellite antenna bea]~~s. Problems

associated with using PAM on the uplink will be explored.

The uplink capacity, Nu, is a functi On Of the methOds used tO carrY

out the signaling on the aircraft-to- satellite link. Specifically, it depends

upOn the type Of mOdulatiOn emPlOYed, the ‘anging ‘ignal ‘Seal and ‘he method

by which the uplink communication message is encoded. The choices considered

in examining the uplink performance will be presented before the link capacity

is computed.

6. I MODULATION

Binary PAM and DPSK, the two modulation candidates considered in

exanlining downlink performance, are also considered in examining uplink

performance. Their binary error probability characteristics have been dealt

\\ith at length in Section 5. 1. The modulation performance issues that arise

relative to ranging signal design are discussed in Section 6.2.



Although performance is a factor to consider in the choice of modula-

tion, cost is also a factor. The general aviation aircraft transponders in use

today employ a binary PAM transmitter. For the same output power, a DPSK
,.

transmitter costs significantly more than a binary PAM transmitter. The cost

~... increment was noted in Section 3. 3 and is readily evident in comparing the two

curves in Figure 3.5. The results indicate that DPSK transmitter costs for

I
!. this application can be several times that of a binary PAM transmitter with the

same output power. This cost differential precludes an immediate choice of

modulation based solely upon efficient use of signal-to-noise ratio.

1 6.2 RANGING SIGNAL

The issues involved in choosing the uplink ranging signal are essenti-

ally the same as those associated with choosing the dOwnlink synch ionization

signal. The principal difference lies in the more stringent accuracY require-

ment encountered on the uplink. The uplink ranging signal should provide an

rms ranging error of less than 10 nsec to meet the position accuracy goal.

The type of uplink ranging signal is determined, tO a great extent,

by the choice of modulation. Binary PAM and DPSK each imply different

ranging signal candidates. One candidate corresponding to each of these

modulation possibilities is considered in examining uplink performance.

/ ~~
6. 2.1 PAM Ranging Signal

Tbe PAM ranging signal considered is a single square pulse. The

r
7

ranging error, et, resulting from such a ranging signal can be ~Omputed by

using (5-5) and the peak power-to-noise ratio given by the uplink power budget
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Th(ls, a transmitter power of

implies a ranging error of 80

(6-I)

500 W (the norl~inal value! assllmed in T:lble -4. 2)

nsec. A transmitter po-,ver of at least 4 I<W is

req~li red to reduce the ranging error to the desired 10 nsec. An upl.ink power

of 4 kW would appear excessive for gen(’ral a.,iation IJ SC. Thus, the uplink

capacity will not be computed for PAM. It sho~llcl 1>< pointecl out tl?at there

are other candidate PAM ranging si~nals, s~lch as staggered pulse trains,

Y
which could possibl~ satisfy the ranging acc~lracy goal with a lower requir<. d

peak power. Consideration of these

As will now be demonstrated, DPSK

:nc, nts; we shall restrict our further

(,. 2.2 DPSK Ran~ing Si#nal

Binary phase coded signals

signals is bt:yond the scope of this report.

m[>d~llatic)n can satisfy the ranging require-

[:onsid(ratic~!l to I>PSK signaling scllc~nles.

with good

possible. DPSK ra!~ging signals. One of thesr,

alltocorrelation properties are

reported by [Jclong [25], is

considered as the DPSK ranging signal candidate. This signal is conlposed

of 85 chips and has a maximum nornlalized sidelobe nqagnitude of at most O. 08.

It is assl~xllecl that each of the DPSK chips in the ranging signal has a 100 nsec

duration and a 10 nsec rise time. The total signal duration is 8. 5 ~~sec.

The r~lls TOA error,
p-. (t , 1 f,s~ll.tln~ from such a ran~ing signal has

‘been obtained by Orr and Yates [22] and is illustrate, cl ;*s :{ ftlnction of si,snal -
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to-noise ratio in Figure 6. 1. The figure was computed assuming an a priori

uncertainty interval width of 10 p sec. As an example, this might correspond

to the maximum TOA uncertainty of an aircraft flying a known heading at a

velocity less than 1000 ft/sec and being interrogated once every 10 sec. With

the help of Table 4.2 the ranging ~ignal-to-noise ratio is easily shown to he

15 dB. From Figure 6.1 it is found that~G1O nsec. This satisfies the

accuracy requirement in the definition of Nu.

6.3 COMMUNICATION MESSAGE ENCODING

The uplink communication mc ssage could be transmitted in either

uncoded or coded format. For illustrative purposes, we examine only the

uncoded format. This is not a necessary choice, but is made strictly to reduce

-6
the number of alternatives to be examined. It is desired that Pbit < 10 On

the uplink. Figure 5. 1 indicates the chip signal-to-noise ratio required if this

is to be achiet, ed. By ,~sing this ratio with the uplink power budget, Table 4. Z,

it is easily shown that a 3. 7 psec DPSK chip is required.

6.4 UPLINK PERFORMANCE CCJRVES

The uplink capacity, Nu, will now be evaluated assuming the DPSK

mod~zlation for both the ranging signal and the communication message. Nu,

is computed using the following formula

Nu = n

Tst(nct2)~c “
(6-2)
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Figure 6.1. Uplink Ranging rms Error Due to Receiver Noise ,
vs Signal-to- Noise Ratio for DPSK Modulation,



T~ is the duration of the ranging signal, 8.5 usec, and n= is the total number

of communication bits transmitted on the uplink, including those that might be

allotted for an optional uplink address.

Figure 6.2 illustrates Nu as a function of nc for different transmitter

peak powers.

The three curves illustrated in the figure correspond to transmitter

powers of 250, 500, and 1000 W, of which the second is the nominal value in

the po~ver budget of Table 4.2. These cur~,es can be used to draw some con-

clusions concerning uplink service. For illustrative purposes, suppose we

assume the same system parameter values used to examine downlink perform-
,i,

ante; (1) 40 bits per communication message, (2) an interrogation update

period of 10 . . . . (3) only 5 of the 10 antenna beams required for CONUS

co~, erage in simultaneous use, and (4) an interrogation efficiency of 10~..

With these assumed parameter values, it is evident that when the peak

transmitter power is 500 W, the uplink can service 35, 000 aircraft with the

required reliability. A 3 dB increase in power allows it to service 60,000

aircraft. A 3 dB decrease allows it to service 17, 500 aircraft. It is interest-

ing to note that these numbers roughly correspond to the number that can be

serviced on the downlink at equivalent variations from the nominal receiver ,

noise figure.

“:This includes the 20 bits which might be allotted for the address.
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6.5 POSITION MEASUREMENT ERROR

The rms position error is expressible as a product of two factors:

the equivalent ranging error and the GDOP. The ranging error factor is the

effective error in estimating the range between a satellite and an aircraft.

The primary sources of ranging error are excess ionospheric delay, satellite
,*

ephemeris error, and TOA estimation error. The exact values of these

depend on satellite deployment, satellite tracking and calibration station

implementation, satellite orbital parameters, the central processing facility,

link characteristics (multipath, signal format,

antenna gain, etc. ), clock accuracy, etc.

For CAST, ionospheric errors can be

signal lel.el, receiver noise,

kept within bound using a net-

work of calibration stations employed to estimate the excess ionospheric time

delay for use in correction of position determination data. For elevation angles
:: ::

in excess of 30°, the worst case excess ionospheric ranging error is esti-

mated to be 20 ft [26]. The satellite position is to be determined using satellite

equations of motion (for an assumed geopotential model) to smooth satellite

position data obtained from a network of tracking stations. The resulting effect

on the ranging error term should be no more than 20 ft [5]. Err Ors in esti-

mating the pulse TOA due to background noise, clOck err Ors, nOn-Optimum ,

processors, etc. , should not increase the overall rms ranging error to more

than 40 ft.

.,.
““Ranging errors are proportional to TOA errors.

:: Dllring periods of high solar flu, near equinox and in early afternoon
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The GDOP is determined by the number and disposition of the satellites

within view. Constellations which exhibit GDOP1 s ranging from 3 to 6 o“er

CONUS are presented in L,ee and Wade [13]. If such a constellation (e. g. , the
. . .

constellation discussed in Section 3. 1) is e,n]ployecl, the resulting rms position

measurement error is estimated to be in the vicinity of 120 ft. This resulting “ .

error value should be taken only as a guide and not as a firm system parameter.

Determination of a refined estimate of the accuracy requires additional iono-

spheric data, a detailed system design for the tracking network and a more

detailed analysis of the errors in the TOA estimation implementation.
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SEC TION 7

CRITICAL SYSTEM ISSUES

We complete this report on CAST with a brief discussion of two

critical issues: the vulnerability to system jamming and the required computa-

tional facility. We shall demonstrate that; ( 1 ) the system can be disabled by

a few low cost jammers, e. g. , one 35 dBW ERP transmitter (3o W of RF

po~ver and a 20 dB gain, 17° beamwidth antenna) per satellite antenna beam,

and (2) in order to provide surveillanc e/communications service to 30, 000

aircraft with a 10 second update rate, CAST requires a ground processing

facility equivalent to several tens of present day general purpose CPU( s and

a large, fast, random access storage.

7.1 VULNERABILITY TO JAMMING

CAST is vulnerable to threats from terrestrial jammers. Ry merely

transmitting a low power noise-like signal towards a satellite, a terrestrial

jamm,er can completely disable the uplink beam channel within which he is

located. We shall now evaluate the maximum required uplink jamming power’,

taking note that sophisticated jammers would require less power. It will be

conservatively assumed that the jammer is transmitting a noise-like signal

spread over a 20 MHz bandwidth (larger than the effective signal bandwidth),

and that the effect at the receiver is equivalent to additive Gaussian noise

which has a white spectrum across the band.
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We shall assess the performance degradation due to such a jammer

T
~

by determining the effect on the ranging error, ~ . The DPSK ranging

signal of Section 6. 2.2 is assumed.

It was noted in Section 6. 2.2 that if the synchronization signal energy-

to-noise power density, E~/No, is 15 dB, then @will be a~~rOximatey ~~ .

10 nsec, the specified goal. However, it is evident from Figure 6. 1 that if

r
7

E~/No is reduced by 5 dB to a “alue of 10 dB, then the lower bound to [t .

is in the threshold region where the error increases rapidly as E~l’No decreases.

The ranging error will then be at least 100 nsec. This is unacceptably large for

accurate position determination; hence , a satellite antenna beam channel having

this large an error will be considered to be disabled.

Let us now compute the jammer ERP required in order to reduce

E~/No by 5 dB and thus disable an uplink beam channel, From Table 4.2 one

notes that No = -201 dBW/Hz. If the jammer can transmit enough noise power

to result in a jammer noise power density of -196 dBW/Hz at the satellite,

then No will have been effectively increased hy at least 5 dB and E~/No mill

be effectively redllced by the same amount. Table 7. 1 illustrates a power

blldget for such a jammer. The entries for path loss, peak satellite antenna

gain and losses due to thermal distortion and shadowing are identical to the ,

corresponding entries in the uplink power budget, Table 4. 2. The jammer is

assumed disadvantaged to the extent that be is located at the edge of one of the

3 dB satellite antenna beam footprints and suffers a 10SS due to satellite

antenna shadowin~. Table 7. 1 indicates that a. janlnler ERP of 35 dBW will

suffice. The cost of such a jan]mer shollld bc, less than that of the avionics

needecl to participate in the syste]~>.
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Table 7.1. Jamme r Power Budget.

.Jammer ERP

Path Loss

Peak Satellite Antenna Gain

Off Boresight Loss

The rmal Distortion

Antenna Shadowing

Miscellaneous Losses

Bandwidth

Jammer Power Density (T)

35 dBW

-192dB 1600 MHz, O. 35 eccen-
tricity

42 dB 30 ft dish, 1600 MHz

-3dB Jamme r at footprint edge

-2dB

-1 dB

-2dB

-73 dB-Hz 20 M13z bandwidth

-196 dBW/Hz

Since 10 beams are used for CONUS coverage, it is estimated that

jammers located at five places in CONUS could disable the entire system by

. jamming all 10 beams of one or more satellites. The colocated jamming

facilities required for this task are certainly very inexpensive.

.

7.2 COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The use of satellites as a relay in a surveillance/communication link

between aircraft over CONUS and ground-based installations has a concomitant

requirement for centralized data processing. At the g round facility v,hich

receives the relayed transmissions, at least the following operations must be

performed for each aircraft:
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1. Detect ranging preamble.

2, Estimate TOA fOr each satellite in view.

3. Decode included message.

4. Precorrect TOA’ s for propagation delays.

5. Estimate aircraft position from TOAIS.

6. Filter new position estimate with past position data.

7. Determine disposition of the data and route

appropriately.

8. Reorder interrogation role and associated uplink

messages.

In addition to the above, there are a variety of routine housekeeping functions ,

e. g., estimation Of excess prOpagatiOn delay map, tracking Of satellite pOsi -

tions, systenl fa~~lt detection, etc.

A detailed assessment of the requisite computational requirements is

beyond the scope of this report. We shall n,erely obtain a preliminary estimate

of tile conlputational load requirements for two functions; specifically, pre-

processing of the received wa~,cforms (1, 2 and 3 above) and position detern~in-
.

ation (5 above). These assessments are made in terms of present day computa-

tional standards, i.e. , a I psec cycle time CPU

In order to provide tbe service claimed for tbe representative para -

~meters of CAST (30,000 aircraft/10 see), the processing of the signals

received on one satellite -to-g ro~lnd link mllst (>n the a~,erage be accomplished

in less than 33o ~sec. It is estimated that each satellite-to-ground link would

require a single CPU to carry out TOA estimation, dec Oding and rOuting Of

included message and routing of TOA clata to the position determination

processor. Ten CPU’s would be required for a 10 satellite constellation.
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Each aircraft position estimate requires certain TOA and satellite

ephemeris data as input. In Appendix D it is shown that the equation for a

least squares position estimate can be evaluated using approximately

(4N2 t 14N t 42) multiplies and adds, where N is the number of satellites.

In a computer for which floating point ADD and MULT are 2 and 10 cycle
,x

. .

operations, respectively, the computation for a constellation in which

8 satellites are visible would take about 5 msec.. Such a processor could

handle about 200 aircraft/see.

I The above estimate of computation time is based upon the assumption

that the reference point (a point in space near the aircraft about which the TOA

equations are linearized) or the satellite position changes substantially from

one position determination to the next. The effect of the linearization of the

TOA equations has been studied, and it has been found that the reference

i point must be within, 5 miles of the aircraft position in order to keep the

I
linearization error somewhat less than 10 ft [27]. The sample interrogation

I

algorithm given in Appendix E stipulates only that successively interrogated

i. aircraft must be within 10 miles of one another. Thus, a given reference

point is probably only valid for one or two successive estimates at best.
!.

Therefore, we assume that the indicated computation is required for each ,
~.
~-
,- e stimate.

The assumed 10 sec surveillance update interval could be subdivided1..

into two separate 5 sec intervals, during which aircraft in 5 of the 10 satellite
I

antenna beams could be interrogated. Real time data processing requires that

I A 10 cycle multiply is an estimate based on se~eral present day machines.
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the position estimates for the aircraft in one group of 5 beams be computed in

half the update interval, i. e. , 5 sec. A single CPU can handle 1, 000 updates/

5 sec. Maintenance of continual surveillance of 30, 000 aircraft then requires

at least 15 such units operating in parallel..

Hence, it is reasonable to expect that if the other computational

requirements were include cl, then a total of several tens of CPU’ s would be

reqtired for real time processing and routing of data.



APPENDIX A

LINEAR CODES FOR DISCRETE ADDRESS TRANSMISSION

In Section 5 of this report, linear algebraic codes are considered as

address sets for the downlink. Derivations of upper bounds to the miss ancl

false alarm probabilities (PM and P=) associated with such address sets are

gi~,en in this Appendix. The derivation is prefaced by a general discussion

of the properties and nomenclature associated with linear cOdes.
!

A. 1 LINEAR CODES

Let Am be the set of all binary sequences of length m. For any

integers n (called the block length) and k, such that n ? k, a binary (n, k) cOde

is a one to one mapping, @ (’ ), Of Ak intO An. The ‘ets ‘k and 3(Ak) are

called the message and codeword sets, respectively. Each of the 2k codewords

in @(Ak) can be uniquely decoded to its corresponding message word since

$(. ) is a one to one mapping.

If 3(. ) is a linear transformation the code is called a linear code.

When a codeword from a binary (n, k) code is transmitted over a ‘

binary communication channel, there is the possibility that some of the digits

will be recei(,ed in error. This, in turn, may cause the codeword to be

decoded in error. If the channel is a memoryless binary symmetric channel

(BSC), ‘:: there is an optimum procedure for deciding which codeword was sent,

,:
The memoryless BSC is a channel in which received digit errors occur
independently with equal probability (p); the error probability is independent
of the transmitted digit.
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given the channel output word. This “decoding rule” is based upon the

d istance between a pair of codewords. This is now defined. Let a = a a~z. ..an

and b= blbz . . . bn be two binary codewords. The Hamming distance between—

a and b is defined as—

n

(A-1)

t
where 6 (. , ) is the Kronecker delta function

If the following decoding rule is used, the probability that a received

channel word will be decoded incorrectly is minimized. Let a be a received

channel word. Decode a as a word b : 0(. ) stlch that— —

d(a, b) = min d(a, x) .— — — —
Xc o(.) (A-3)

In words, if a is received, decide that the codeword of 0 was transmitted ‘—

which is closest in Hamming distance to a.—
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The minimum distance, d, of a code is defined as

.

(A-4)

The maximum number of digit errors that may occur in the transmission of

a codeword without causing the minimum distance rule to incorrectly decode

the received word is called the error correcting capacity of the code. This

parameter is denoted by t and is given in terms of the minimum distance:

[

(d/2) - I ; d even
t= (A-5)

(d-1)/2 ; d odd “

With respect to the CAST address set problem, we are interested in

linear codes for which k220, since each aircraft address must represent 20

bits of information. An enumeration of all linear codes of odd block length

~s65 is pro”ided in Appendix D of Peterson and Weldon [28]. FrOm their

tabulation, three codes, each having k=20, are chosen as candidates examined

in Section 5. Each of these codes has the largest value of d for its block

length. The parameters of these codes are given in Table A. 1. The first Of

these cases is actually the uncoded case considered in Section 5 in which the

message words and the codewords are one and the same.
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Table A. 1. Parameters of Address Set Candidates,

n k d t

20 20 1 0

31 20 b 2

41 20 10 4

A.2 UPPER BOUNDS TO PM”AND P=

It is assumed that an (n, k) linear code with minimum distance d is

used as an address set for the CAST satellite-to-aircraft link. This link may

be treated as a binary symmetric channel. Its crossover probability, which is

a function of the modulation and the received signal-to-noise ratio, is designated

as p, This description allows the downlink addressing technique to be expressed

entirely

context.

address

A. 2.1

in the nomenclature of linear coding theory and to be studied in that

Upper hounds to the miss and false alarm probabilities for the

set are derived in the sequel.

Problem Formulation

The following abstract description of the downlink addressing problem

is used as a basis for the succeeding analysis. A word is chosen from an

(n, k) code and is transmitted o“.. a binary symmetric channel having cross-

over probability p. The receiver wishes to determine whether the transmitted

sequence is a certain codeword (his own “address”). He decides that it is if



the Hamming distance between the received sequence and his address does not

exceed a threshold T, which is assumed to be less than the minimum distance

d. This procedure is repeated until all words of the code (or a designated

subset of them) have been transmitted.

\ “’ Two distinct error events are associated with this process. It is

important to emphasize that the sample space over which these events are

defined is the transmission of a subset of distinct codewords (called a roll call),

and not merely a single transmission. The first error event is a “miss. ”

This is the event which occurs when the receiver fails to correctly decode the

transmission of his own address. This event may be statistically characterized

over the smaller sample space of a single transmission, since nO cOdewOrd is

transmitted more than once. The second error e~,ent is a “false alarm. “

This is said to occur if, during the transmission of the codeword subset, the

receiver at least once erroneously decodes some received word as his address

codeword. The original sample space is required to characterize a false alarm.

1“ A. 2.2 Probability of Miss - PM

From the definition of miss and the assumed decoding rule it is clear

that miss occurs if and only if the distance between the transmitted and received

words exceeds the threshOld T. FOr this tO Occur, at least T digits ‘Ust be

received in error. The probability of exactly j channel errors is a binomial

random variable, and hence the nliss probability is

‘M = i
(;) Pj(l - P)n-j . (A-6)

j=Ttl



An upper bound to PM can be obtained by noting that if T > np, then the

j = T t I term is the maximum term in the sum. When this is the case, all

sulmmands amy be replaced by the maximum term and the resulting bound is
U

n)PT+’(l - P) ‘-(T+l) .‘M~(n - ‘) (Ttl

The condition T > np corresponds to the situation on the

A. 2.3 Probability of False Alarm Per Transmission

(A-7)

downlink.

Prior to computing P=, it is necessary to calculate the conditional

probability that a false alarm occurs on a single transnlission, given th<’

distance between the transmitted word and the receiver address.

It is sufficient to consider the set of words shown in Table A, 2, in

which the transmitted sequence X contains 8 ones and (n-6) zeros and the—

aircraft address is assumed to be the O word. A false alarm occurs if a

recei~, ed word has weight (distance to the O word) < T.

Table A. 2. Codewords For False Alarm Analysis.

Transmitted Word =X=l 1 . . . .100....0

All-Zero Word =0= 00....0 00 . ...0—

Received Word ‘R= IO . . ..IOI . ...0
——

6 digits (n-5 ) digits



.

‘, .

.

As a first step, the probability that d(R, O) = do (the distance between——

R and Q is do) is calculated. If j transmitted zeros are received in error, the—

weight of ~ will be do only if (6-dotj) transmitted ones are received in error.

Since only 6 ones are transmitted, j cannot exceed d . Neither can it exceed
0

the number of transmitted zeros, (n-6). The probability of this event is

(() 1 (( )
6-dOtj do-j

n-6 “ n- 6-j 6

j
pJ(l-p) 6-dotj p

o

(l-p)

o

)

PrOb{j OIS received in errOr\ Prob {(6-dotj) 1’s received in errOrt

The possible ways of arriving at d(R, O) = do are exhausted by letting j range——

over [0, min(do, n-6)]:

min(do, n- 6)

Prob{d(R, O) = dot =——
~ ~~6) (d~-j) ‘6-dO+Zj(l-p)n-(6-d0t2j)’
j=o

(A-8)

The probability that a false alarm will occur on a single transmission when

the transmitted word is at distance 6 frOm the receiver address is Pfl ~:

= i “n(i’n-6)~i6)(df-j)p6-d0+2j(1-P)n-(6-d0+~
do=O j=o

(A-9)
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Equation (A.-9) cannot be easily simplified, but it can be upper bOunded

using the following argument. Let aj(do) represent the summand in (A-9);

the ratio

aj+l(do) (n-~ -j)(do-j) ~&)2

~ = (jtl )(~-dotl+-l) l-p
(A-IO) -

PO. Underdecreases with increasing j and is < 1 for all j as lo~.g as p ~< 1,

these assumptions, the j=O term is maximum for any d This term corres-
0’

ponds to the case in which none of the (n-6) transmitted zeros are recei~’ed

in error, and therefore the received word weight do cannot exceed the trans -

Initted weight 6. Replacement of all the j terms in (A-9) by the j=O term yields

“fl a ~ ~ [1 t min(d”,n-a)](d6)p6-dO(,_p)n-(6-dO)
0

dO=O (A-n)

In order ‘o ‘Urther boun”~fl 5’ the ratio test with respect to d is
0

performed (with j fixed at O):

ao(do)
— = _ ~+, >
ao(d”-l) ~ + (y) (A-12)

This ratio is alw,ays greater than ] as long as p <<(dtl-T)’T, in which case

the cl<]=, T term dominates the sum in (A-n). This observation permits the

follo,ving bound on P fl 6’



.

!.

()(Ttl)(Tt2) 6
‘f\6~ 2 Tp

~- T(l-p)n-(6- T); p << l/~ . (A- 13)

The condition on the above bound is not severe and is satisfied by parameter

values considered for the CAST application.

A. 2.4 Probability of False Alarm Per Roll Call - P=

The probability that at least one false alarm occurs in a roll call can

now be calculated in terms of P
fl 6.

Let N6 be the number of words at distance

6 from a given codeword (if the code is a linear code, this number is not a

function of the codeword). The probability that no false alarms are generated

‘6
by ‘orals at ‘iStance 6 ‘s (1-pfl 6)

. Over a roll call which includes the full

code,

‘F= l.-h(l-pfl~;6
b=d

The following easily verified steps are used to o,,erbound PF:

(A-14)

(A-15)
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.

(A-17)

From (A-13) it is obvious that P= is dominated by the “nearest neighbor”

false alarm term, P
fld’

when the crossover probability p is small. Replacing

Pflfi
bY pf d yields the bound

‘Zkpfld—

.

(A-16)

EIowever, if it is tr~~e that

‘f!d “~fla; 6>d

then it is more accurate to retain only the 6=d term in (A-15), leading to

‘Fc NdPfld .
(A-18)

()The nl~mber of words of weight d is upper bounded by Nd ~ ~ ; introd~lcing

this into (A-16) yields the desired Ilpper bound,

In (A-19) the

P=?( ~
()()

Ttl)(Tt2) n d d-T
dTp.

terms in (l-p) have been neglected.

(A-19)

In the ~lncoded case (n=k, d=l, T= O), (A-19) is a strict upper bound

which red~lces to

‘F~kp “
(A-20)
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A. 2.5

follows:

Choice of Threshold

The bounds obtained thus far depend on the decoding threshold T as

Ttl d-T
‘M=p ‘F=~ ‘

(A-21)

In order to keep both PM and P= small for some fixed p, both (d-T) and (Ttl)

should be large. The ideal compromise choice for T is the error correcting

capacity t defined in Section A. 1, whose value is essentially d/2. For this

choice, the exponential dependence of PM and P= uPOn P is as fOllOws:

d even

d/2
‘M=p

d/2tl<1 p
‘F

d odd

p(dtl)/2
‘M a

~ p(dtl)/2
‘F

For codes whosz minimum distance is even, PF can be made smaller than

PM by a factor proportional to p; this is to be contrasted with the uncoded

case in which P and P= ha~,e similar p-dependence. For other choices Of ‘
M

T, one of PM and P= is emphasized at the expense of the other; the corrc -

spOnding address ROC’S are cOnsiderably different than thOse which resu1t

from the choice T = t.
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THE

APPENDIX B

DEPENDENCE OF Pbit ON SYNCHRONIZ.ATION ERROR

In this Appendix, modifications to the fornqulas for the binary error

probability Pbit will be derived which take into account receiver synchroni-

zation error. Both PAM and DPSK modulation will be considered. For each

of these modulations the following probabilities are computed: (1) Pbit (~t),

the conditional probability of error for the optimum demodulation ill the pre-

sence of a given synchronization error; (2) P~t, the average probability of

error as suming that the synchronization errors are random and have a

C,aussian distribution.

The results for Pbit (At) are used to compute the effects of clock and

relati~, e motion errors. Those for Pbit are used to compute

error in the estimate of the synchronization signal TO.4.

B.] EFFECT OF SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR ON PAM

the effect of

The processing w,hich minimizes the PAM chip error probability (in

the, absence of synchronization error) consists of matched filtering the chip ,

~vavcform and performing a threshold test on a sample of the filter otltput

envelope. The sample is taken at the time of the trailing edSe of the inp~lt

plllsc. .The optilmum thl-eshold setting is a function of the a priori probabilities

of the “off” and “on” signals (they are assumed to be equip robable here), the

received signal energy and the noise poxver density.

9(,
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. .

The error probability which is achieved by the PAM receiver is a

function only of the signal-to-noise ratio in the output sample. When the

signal is present and the sample is improperly timed, the signal-to- noise

ratio is degraded; the degradation is linear over the duration of the signaling

chip. Thus for a chip of duration T , an error of At in synchronization

increases the error probability to approximately

(B-1)

The synchronization error may be viewed as an additional loss factor of

10 loglo(l- IAtl /T ) dB in the link power budget.

Now assume that At is a zero mean Gaussian random variable of

variance r 2, “ and compute the avel-age error probability due to synch roni -

zation error. The expectation of (B-1) is taken ~vith respect to At:

[1
E

= 1/2 exp -~ —

“b

(B-2)

*:
This assumption is consistent with the large signal-to-noise ratio asynlp -
totic behavior of a maximum likelihood estimate of At.



Each of the integrals in the latter step of (B-2) can be evaluated in terms of

the Gaussian error integral

@@=*~”dyexp [-~1 (B-3)

by completing the sql,are in x. The reslllt of carrying out the indicated

calculation is

‘bit =
l-z(~)]..P[-&[- +)] ~

S;.nce E (. ) is non-negative, (B-4) is upper bounded by

(B-4)

(B-j)

1“; 2 EFFECT OF SYNGIIRONIZ. ATION ERROR ON DPSK

Figure 3.7 illustrates a blocl< diagram of one realization of a 1)1’S1<

dcmod~llator which is optinlum in the absence of synchronization erro~:. Tb(

rrcei~?ed DPSK chips are matched filtered and then supplied to the chip cl[!l:~y

a,lcl multiply circuit. This operation extracts the data from the relative phase

infc~rnlation in adjacent chips. The IF second harnqonic generated in the

~)lllltiplier and any residual carrier are elinlinated by the subseq~lent Ioivpass

filter. .The resultant low,pass signal is sampled at the trailing edge time of

each chip, and the information is d<zcc>ded by a polarity test on the sequence

of samples.
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In order to assess the effects of synchronization error on the reli-

ability of the DPSK decoding, the demodulator output waveforms in the absence

of noise must be considered. Figure B. 1 shows the outputs for the four pos-

sible combinations of adjacent phase differentials in the received signals. The

output signal decreases from its peak value most rapidly as a function of

synchronization error in the case in which there are two adjacent phase

reversals in the input. This decrease is a parabolic function.

Since the demodulator is a nonlinear system the noise output is

signal dependent and nonstationary. However, by assuming that the output

noise variance is constant at its maximum value we will overbound its effect

‘n ‘bit.
The maximum value can be shown to occur at the intended sampling

instant.

By combining the two previous arguments we find the following

upper bound to Pbit(4t):

(B-6)

For At << T, the effect is essentially equivalent to a loss of 10 10glo(l-41 Ltl /T )

dB in chip signal-to-noise ratio. If, once again, it is assumed that At is

Gaussian with zero mean and variance U2, then (B-6) can be averaged with

respect to 4t to yield an upper bound on the average chip error probability

‘bit.
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(B-7)

Completion of the square in the integrand exponent leads to the evaluation

of the latter integral in (B-7):

_ l-”(!:::f;N)exp[,+8(;~;E,N]. (B-8)

‘bit S
1 t 8(u2/72) Et/No co

The coefficient of the exponential term in (B-8) is $ 1, so that Pbit may be

further bounded:

[

E=/No

‘bit ~ ‘Xp -
1

1 t 8( U2/T2) E=/No

(B-9)



APPENDIX C

COMPUTATION OF DOWNLINK CAPACITY

In this Appendix the relation between the downlink capacity (Ncl) and

the downlink signal durations is established. The effects of timing error are

taken into account and it is shown how to choose the resynchronization period

to maximize Nd. A calculation of Nd is carried out for one set of parameter

values as suming DPSK demodulation. The derivation for PAM is similar.

Notation

x = Resynchronization Period

T = Duration of Synchronization Signal
s

T = Duration of Address Chip
a

T = Duration of Communication Chip
c

n = Number of Address Chips
a

n = Number of Communication
c

~’ Interrogation Efficiency

Chips

6 I Maximum Timing Error/see

T tot= Signal Duration per Aircraft in the
Absence of Timing Errors

Capacity Formula

During the resynchronization period, the time available for dom,nlink

signaling is ~(x-T~) sec. In the absence of any timing errors only



T tot = (natl)Ta t (nctl)Tc .ec)X (c-1)

are required to interrogate each aircraft. Compensation for clock and rela-
. .

tive motion error is achieved by increasing the chip lengths and the resulting

total signal duration.

In Appendix B it was shown that a timing error of 6 sec in demodula-

tion of a DPSK chip reduces the effective signal-to-noise ratio in the chip by

at most a factor of (1-41 cl/T), IC I <<T. If the chip duration is adjusted to a

value T ‘

T’= T+4 ~ (c-2)

then the adjusted chip will have at least the same signal-to- noise ratio as the

original chip in the absence of timing error. Since there are a total of

(n tn t2) chips in the signal, the adjusted value of the total duration per
ac

signal, T~ot, is

T+ot = Ttot t 4(na+nct2) I e I . (c-3)

The maximum timing error which can occur over a resynchronization period

is

“:Tbe number of chips na and nc are increased by one to include the DPSK

reference chip. For PAM signaling this additional chip maY be Omitted.
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since 6 is the maximum per second drift in the timing reference. The num-

ber of aircraft serviced per beam per resynchronization period is

~(x-T~)

T tot t 4(natnc+2) 6 (x-T~) “

If this is divided by x, it equals Nd:

q(x-T~)
Nd(x) = ~ ,r

~ott 4(natnct~ 6 (x-T ) ] “
(C-5)

s

This function can be optimized with respect to x for x > Ts: the reslllt is that

the optimum resynchronization period, ~, is

and the corresponding optilmum value of Nd is

(c-6)

(c-7)

‘~he result shows how the capacity degrades from the error-free ,,altle ~/Ttot “
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Computation of Nd

Equations (c-6) and (C-7) are now evaluated for the following case:

T = 40psec
s

T= 2. 3 psec
a

T= 4. 2psec
c

n= 31 chips
a

n = 20 chips
c

n =0.1

& = 10
-6

The results are

;= 5.56 msec

Nd(~) = 609 aircraft/beam/see
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APPENDIX I)

COMPtJTATION OF THE HYPF;RBOLIC M(;I. TILATERATION EQUATION ‘- -

I~ee [ 29 ] ha s analyzed hyperbolic rmultilateration methods for air-

craft position determination, and has shown that when the TOA erro~.s at th<~

satellites are equivariant, the equation by which the estimated position, AR ,

of an aircraft is computed is as f(>llows:

AR:”: = [F) H1(HHI )-l H F]-l FrH(HHl)-l [CAT - HR]— —

in which:

AR’k = The aircraft position “ector estimate relatite to a

reference point near the aircraft

F = An N x 3 n~atrix whose components depend upon

both the reference point and the satellite positions

N = N\~mber of satellites

(n-l)

FI = An (N-1) x N matrix whose components are constants

c = Speed of li,eht

AT = An N-1 dimensional vector of differential—

arrival ti171es

R = An N din, cnsi<>nal vectc, r c,f ranges from the—

reference point to the satellites



The equation can be put in the following form which is more suitable

for computation:

AR”: = L-l[cF’H’(HH’)-l AT - K’~]— — (D-2)

..

in which

L = KIK (D-3)

K = H’(HH’) ‘1 HF . (D-4)

In the fOllowing, we calculate the number of additions and multiplications

required to evaluate (D- 2) on the assumption that the matrix H (and functions

of H) may be precomputed and stored. Thus &T, ~, and F are treated as the

inputs to the eqllation.

The following analysis depends strongly upon the simple fact that

the product of two matrices whose (rOw x cOlumn) dimensions are (A x B)

and (B x C) can be computed using approximately ABC multiplications and

additions.

A reasonably efficient way to evaluate (D-2) is outlined below; the

number of operations required to compute each step is tabulated.
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Matrix

K = [H(HH’)-l H] F

L=K,K

Dimensions Number of Operation S

(NxN) (Nx3)
—,

(Nx3) 3N2

(3xN) (Nx3)

(3x3)

L-l (3x3)

9N

30 “:

[H’(HH’ )-l] AT [Nx(N-1)] [(N-1)x1]—
2

(Nxl) N -N

F([H’(HH’ )-l AT] (3xN) (Nxl)

(3X1) 3N

K’R (3xN) (Nx1)
—

( 3X1)

-1
CF’H’(HH1) AT- K’R (3X1)

— —.

L-l[c F’H’(HH’ )-l AT - K’R]— (3x3) (3X1)

(3X1)

3

9

T ota 1 4N2 t 14N t 41 ‘

,7:

This figure upper bounds the number of operations required to compute the
determinant bv the method of cofactors.
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APPENDIX E

INTERROGATION SCHEDULING

The issues involved in interrogation scheduling for CAST have been

studied in order to determine the principles upon which the design of effi-

cient interrogation algorithms rests. These principles are summarized in

the first section of this Appendix and are then employed to derive a sched-

uling algorithm for the representative CAST system presented in Section 1. 4.

E.1 THE INTERROGATION SCHEDULING PROBLEM

The function of interrogation scheduling in CAST is to ensure that

transmissions from different aircraft do not overlap at any of the receiver

satellites. Scheduling algorithms can be judged by two criteria; their effi-

ciency of channel usage and the computation required to execute the algorithm.

Our discussion in this appendix addresses only the efficiency issue, and

emphasizes the maximization of efficiency, since this tends to maximize the

system capacity.

Ideally, an interrogation schedule operates by specifying a trans - ‘

mission time for each aircraft based upon the current positions of all aircraft

and all satellites. However, this ideal basis for scheduling is compromised

by certain features of the system. Among those features are the following

two which are given specific treatment in the sequel.
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1. The times at which aircraft can transmit are restricted
somewhat by the finite duration of the interrogation
signal, the serial interrogation procedure within a given
satellite beam, and the dual function of the interrogator
satellite as a receiver.

2. The positions of the aircraft are not precisely known at
the time of interrogation; thus the system is required to
function on the past history of the aircraft tracks, which
are themselves subject to measurement error.

In order to understand how an interrogation schedule might be deter-

mined, let us consider the problem of the successive interrogation of two

aircraft. Figure E. 1 shows two aircraft separated by a distance d, and at

/
an inclination angle of @ relative to the tangent plane of the earth below.

The interrogator satellite appears at elevation and azimuth angles ~i and oa,
;k

respectively. We also define the following parameters:

T, = duration of interrogation signal
1

T = duration of reply signalr

o = “minimum elevation angle of anyr
,! ,:

receiver satellite.

It can be shown that the amount of dead time, Td, which is inserted between

the termination of interrogation 1 and the beginning of interrogation 2 (the

interrogations are increasing range ordered from the satellite) in order to

ensure that the two replies do not overlap at any receiver satellite, must

satisfy

‘:Azimuth is measured relative to the plane which contains the two airc raft
and is normal to the earth’ s tangent plane.

.,.. .
“’’’’Note that 0 5 oi, since the interrogator is also a recei~, er.

r
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Td = maxlo. (Tr-Ti)t (d/c)[cos(or-@) - COSea COSeiCOS$ - sin~i sin@li

(E-1)

where c = speed of light.

A number of immediate implications can be drawn from (E-l). One

can determine that the following circumstances tend to minimize the required

dead time:

1,. Replies short compared to interrogations

2. Low interrogation elevations

3. High receiver elevations (small

high angles)

satellite cone

4. Small interrogation azimuth offsets (~a)

5. Small aircraft spacing

6. Decreasing altitude of s~lccessively interrogated

aircraft.

Unfortunately, a number of these circumstances are either mutually inconsis-

tent or conflict with other objectives. Nevertheless, some rather useful pre-

liminary conclusions can be drawn from this result. Efficient use of the
.

channel is made by interrogating from a satellite which is at low elevation; ‘

successively interrogated aircraft should be close together, increasing

range-ordered from the satellite and chosen so that their ground positions

and the interrogator subsatellite position’; are essentially colinear.
,: ,:

,:
The s.lbsatellite position is the point at which the straight line connecting
the interrogator and the center of the earth intersects the surface of earth.

:: ,:
Collinearity is defined relative to great circles on the earth.
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The latter finding suggests that aircraft be successively interrogated along

c(:rtain straight lines in the airspace.

An algorithm in which aircraft are interrogated along thin horizontal

cylinders within the airspace has been developed. In this algorithnl the actual

aircraft positions are replaced by ~,irt~lal positions which are the projections

of the actual positions onto the center line of the cylinder. Aircraft are inter-

rogated within the cylinder according to increasing range order of virtual

position. Dead time is inserted to account for altitude variations within the

cylinder.

The airspace co.,ered by each antenna beam is partitioned into

rectangular solids of height h, and width w and length L, each Of which is

interrogated success i~,ely. In order to choose an acceptable value Of ~Ci, a

value for tbe maximum allowable spacing, d, between successively inter ro -

~ated aircraft must be set. The ~al~le of Td corresponding to tbe choice of d

(and tbe other parameters) is adequate only for exactly known aircraft

positions. Motion between update periods (stlccessive roll calls) is taken

into account by successively interrogating aircraft v,hich would not be

separated by more than d even if they underwent maximum velocity (Vmax)

opposite motion since their last position updates.

E. 2 SAhlPLE INTERROGATION A LGORITIIM

Features of the algorithm apart from those disc~lssed in Section E. 1

are best brought out in tbe course of an example. The following algorithm

illustrates an application of tbe techniques developed as a consequence of

(E-l).



In Figure E. 2 it is assumed that CONUS is co~,ered by a rectangle

meas~lring 3 kmi x 1. 5 kmi. Each of 10 beams co~,ers a 600 mi x 750 mi

sector. The airspace of interest will be assumed to extend to 20, 000 ft.

The following paranleter values characterize the model:

0. - 45°
I min –

Oi ~ax = 60°

or ~i *
= 45°

0 = 15°
a max

d=

h=

L=

w=

~, —
1

7=
r

PIAC’” =

v
max –

10 mi

3.79 mi

600 mi

5 mi

180 mi

2oopsec

,3 ~ ~04 ~ircraft

600 mph

10 total beanls

b = 5 simultaneot, s beams

,2 = 10 sec roll call period

Most of the assumptions i,~ the above list are based on the results of

Sections 5 and 6 of this report. The assun?ptions ,zbo~,t inte,. rogator satellite>

positions (ele\ation and azimuth nlotions) are based on preliminary res~llts of

constellation stllrlies [ I 3 ]

“:pIAC = peak Instantaneous Airborne GOunt
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We now define

T1 = dead time between successive interrogations.

The dead time 71 has several components. The first, ~11, is dead

time required between successive interrogation of virtual positions:

‘1 1
= (200 - 180) psec

t
10 mi [co, 45°- COS 60° COS 15°]

1.86 x 105 mi/sec

(E-2)

= 32psec .

The second accounts for altitude variation:

’12=
J

‘3” 79)2 t ‘5)2 ‘i (sin 45° t sin 600)
1.86 x 105 mi/’sec

= 53psec . (E-3) “

I

This latter delay is large and indicates that perhaps w was poorly chosen;

a value w G h might be more appropriate.

The third component is the relative motion delay. H two aircraft

are within 10 miles of one another at one instant, they can be separated by

no more than 13. 33 (=10 t 2 x 0, 167/sec x 10 see) miles after the passage of
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10 seconds. ‘he ‘cad ‘ime ‘1 1
can then be incremented as though it were

originally computed for an effective center line separation d’ = 13. 33 miles:

~1 = (200 - 180) psectT’
13.33 mi

(Cos 45°- COS 60° COS 15°)
1.86 x 105 mi/sec

= 3b psec . (E-4)

The total time per interrogation is thus

,Ti=Ti+7il +712 = (180 t 36 t 53) #see

= 2b9 psec . (E-5)

The expected number of aircraft within a boo mi x 5 mi x 20 kft
,:

sector is 20, so that the expected time to interrogate the region is

T - 20 x 269 psec = 5. 38 msec .
region -

(E-6)

After the interrogation of a rectangular solid region, delay T2 must

be inserted before interrogation of a new regiOn begins. The required delay

can be computed from a formula similar to (E- 1 ):

“:This assumes that an aircraft is available to be interrogated every 250 psec.
A model can be developed to cover the situation in which this is not the case.
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600 miT=
2 (COS ~~” t COS 60” cOS 15°)

1.86 x 105 mi/sec

= 3.84 msec . (E-7) -

A single beam contains 150 such regions ancl is interrogated in

T
beam

=150(T t 72)
region

=1.38 psec . (E-8)

We can see that the interrogation of a single beanl cannot proceecl

uninterruptecl. because the round trip time to a synchronous satellit[~ is only

a few, hundred msec. The transmit-receive duty cycle will be essentially

50?; since the span of a single beam (-6oo mi) is small relative to the inter-

ro~ating satf,llii(~ distance. A r~asc>nable pr[)cedllre, depending On the cOn -

sl.ellation ~eometry, nqight I>(! to intcrl. ogate 10 adjacent regions. ~vhich would

occllpy 88.4 (= 10 x 5.38 t q x 3.84) nlsec, and to receive for a similar length

c,f tin>e. Interrogation of the f~lll beam requires 15 iterations of this pro-

*
ce<lt>rc. In this case, th[ beam is intc!rrogated in

~
15x2 x88. 4n1sec

beam -
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,’

Two beam cycles are

interrogation period,

required to interrogate all of CONUS; the required

a, is at least 5. 3 sec. This is smaller than the 10

second period previously assumed. At this rate the system co~lld handle

about 56, 000 aircraft in 10 seconds.

For the above system, the transmitter is on for a total of

T= 2 beams x 3 x 103/beam x 180 psec
on

= 1.1 sec

so that the efficiency is

(E-IO)

(E-11)
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